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Editor
Nicky Furniss
There is no doubt about it: talented people are
sexy. Particularly when they can do things you can’t
do. Part of the reason I fell in love with my boyfriend is
that he plays the piano like no one else I know. He makes it
look effortless, relaxing and joyful. He can play most songs by ear
and he indulges me often by repeatedly playing my favourite ones (though I know
they are not his). Most probably because when he does, he knows that I love him
just that little bit more each time.
I, on the other hand, have no musical talent to speak of, though I have high hopes of
one day being able to play something that moves people as much as other musicians
move me. It’s a favourite topic of conversation in our relationship, and over the course
of the years boyfriend has gently steered me away from grandiose ideas of being
the next big cello or violin virtuoso to more humble ones of perhaps dabbling in the
flute or the recorder. (The irony is not lost on me that, since I’m something of a talker
more than a doer, he has deftly steered me towards wind instruments as opposed to
string ones!)
After a recent visit to the SA Tattoo, I was seized by the idea that I had finally
found my musical calling – as the next great female bagpipe player, complete with a
pretty kilt and a sporran to call my own. After much persuading, boyfriend finally
conceded that perhaps I may indeed have the skills to play the pipes, but that
he would prefer not to be around while I honed them! I have since discovered,
however, that the bagpipes are more tricky to play than I had initially anticipated.
And so, at the moment, my musical dreams are once more resting on my tried and
tested musical fall-back: the triangle. It may not be the most exciting instrument,
but I have no doubt that I could work that triangle like a rock star!
It’s not only musical talent that I find awe-inspiring. I have a friend who takes
the most amazing photos, effectively turning the everyday into fine art; and
another who can transform any meal into a masterpiece. Then there are the ballet
dancers I interviewed recently who have the ability to move with such grace and
poise, not to mention dance on their toes!
Having said that, I cannot help thinking that we are somewhat biased towards
the creative arts when we think of talent. The truth is everyone has a talent, whether
it’s art based or not. I have a friend who has a talent for effortless entertaining,
another who can charm his way out of any situation, and yet another who has the
most unbelievable capacity to care for other people. After years of thinking I was
largely talentless, I am starting to believe those friends who keep assuring me that
this magazine is actually mine and not just a job I happen to love.
Everyone has a talent, and I hope this month you discover, embrace and use
yours to show the world just how amazing and sexy you are. And if all else fails,
you are more than welcome to join my triangle band!

WIN!

Intensify Your Beauty
with BABOR

BABOR’s Research and Innovation Center has
developed special SKINOVAGEPX intensive care products
that pamper any type of skin according to its individual needs,
ranging from moisture to detoxification and protection. This line
also includes special masks and creams with an intensive effect.
Moisture Plus Serum is an intensive hydrating serum that contains
extracts of wild chard to boost the skin’s own moisturising
factors and build up a moisture reservoir. The Comfort Cream
Mask contains soybean and sesame oil to treat the skin, leaving
it smooth and supple, while shea butter balances the hydro-lipid
mantle. The Sensational Eyes Reactivating Eye Cream is a cocktail
of active ingredients for young-looking, radiant eyes, including
REGU-AGE which minimises dark rings under the eyes.
BABOR is giving two lucky readers SKINOVAGEPX hampers
valued at R1,906 each! Each hamper includes a Moisture Plus Serum,
a Comfort Cream Mask and a Sensational
Eyes Reactivating Eye Cream. Simply SMS
the word TIME, followed by the word
BABOR and your NAME to 35131.
Cost per SMS is R1,50.
Competition closes 30th
November 2012. By
entering this competition
you consent to receiving
electronic
information
pertaining to abouTime
and/or 1time airline.
Terms and conditions
apply.

September Winners
Kalahari.com Vouchers
Glenda Bennett, Tamaryn Szamosvari

City Sightseeing Vouchers
Heather Wellmann, Dorette Gower, Jenny Thorpe,
Rhyno Lombaard, Jacqui Bezuidenhout,
Ruenda Polydorou, Callin Roopen

Soho Back Support
Amanda van Wyk, Dawn Clarke, Wendy Venkatiah
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Most leaders are judged by their first year’s performance in the
cockpit when controls of the company are fully handed over to the
new captain, and the course of the business is firmly set by him or her.
When I took over as 1time ’s Group CEO in October 2011, I understood
that I was taking over a company with financial challenges. But I also knew that I was
inheriting a great brand built with blood, sweat and tears, passion, hard work and the enduring
commitment of an incredible team.
By working together, we have been able to evaluate our strengths and weaknesses. The
former includes our proven On-Time Performance (OTP) record, as well as the quality service
that we extend to our passengers from our call centre right through to our check-in counters
and on board. The latter also includes the Business Rescue (BR) process.
Our strengths can of course be attributed to a number of initiatives that we have
implemented over the past few months, such as opening up various communication channels
and encouraging constant, open and transparent communication.
Publishing my email address and asking passengers for their thoughts and suggestions, as
well as utilising social media, has definitely been a turning point for us. The feedback I receive
on a daily basis is overwhelming, because I know that I am not only fighting for the survival
of my team and our airline, but for all South Africans who deserve to be able to travel by air
without having to dig too deeply into their pockets.
Not only have we been listening to you, but we have implemented many of your ideas and
have therefore managed to cut customer complaints from approximately 300 per month to less
than 50 per month. Our aim is to get this figure down to zero.
Part of the evaluation process also meant implementing our Back to Basics strategy, which
included: flattening the organisational structure from three CEOs and three Financial Directors
to only one of each; cutting routes that were bleeding and optimising successful ones; removing
two aircraft from our fleet and improving route planning. As mentioned earlier, we also applied
for BR to ensure the survival of our business.
I know that you may have seen quite a bit of information about our BR process, but it
is important to reiterate that we have taken these measures to ensure the sustainability and
longevity of the business. I believe that 1time is unhindered by limitations and despite previous
circumstances, it is never too late to grow this business into a world class organisation.
In conclusion, I want to thank you again for your continued support, commitment and
forward bookings, helping to ensure that at 1time it is business as usual.
Yours in low cost aviation,

Blacky
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Letters
Winning Letter
Dear Mr Komani
Over the past weekend I’ve had the opportunity to fly with your airline for the
first time. And wow 1time, what an incredible first impression!
I received an email on Thursday morning, seconds after booking the tickets,
confirming all my flight details and prompting me to check in online. The client
friendly website made it easy to check in, and I was delighted that I could
do this for both flights at the same time, and even choose my seat numbers
days before.
We boarded precisely on time in Cape Town and even managed to take off
slightly earlier than scheduled. The friendly air hostesses handed everyone a
complementary Douwe Egberts coffee and were quick and efficient in serving
all on board. During the flight I browsed through the in-flight magazine, and
discovered a pamphlet from the airline explaining its current financial distress,
what steps are being taken, and thanking all the loyal customers that are helping
you through the tough time.
I read your letter about the changes your company has made, and Mr Komani
you are certainly on the right track! Going back to the basics with your operations
and improving your customer service will definitely pay off. Ensuring that flights
are on time, service is fast and efficient, and that contacting your airline is easy,
will definitely make your airline the low cost airline of choice.
I would also like to commend your company on all of your social investment
initiatives, and on how you are helping out in different communities. Even
though you face financial difficulties at this stage, you are definitely adding value
to this beautiful country we live in.
Sitting on the flight back to Cape Town I can say that you have definitely
impressed me. We are on time and the service has been great. I am without a
doubt making 1time my new airline of choice, and I wish you all the best for
the many successful years to come!
Yours sincerely
Linza Aspinall

“I was going to
save my comment
until next Thursday,
as it would have
been my 50th flight on 1time so
far this year, but there is no time
like the present and perhaps it
is more appropriate now, so…
A big thank you to everyone at
1time for making the 47 flights
that I have enjoyed on your airline
so far this year such a pleasure!
For outstanding professionalism,
exceptional
service
and
consistent reliability, there is no
beating 1time.
Of the 47 flights I have had with
you so far this year, only one has
been subject to a ‘major’ delay (less
than 45 minutes) and that was due
to there being no nitrogen on hand
to pump a flat tyre. This supports
my long time saying: ‘On time
with 1time!’
Be encouraged in the tough
times and hang in there – it’s hard
setting the standards and being
an example without government
financial assistance.
You guys are the best; keep
at it and once again, thanks
for everything!”
Jonathan “Nick” Cope

Have a complaint or comment?
Ask your flight attendant for a feedback form and let us know what is on your mind, or send an email to cr@1time.co.za.
Letters may be edited, shortened or translated from their original language.
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Langa Mancun
ga @ilanga_lam
@1time_Airline
flight T6106
landed 20 min
ahead of
schedule – tha
nks for the
improvement
on service.
Acknowledged
and appreciated
.

Dear Nicky
I recently flew with 1time. Usually when I am on the
plane I get busy on my laptop, but this time I wanted to read
something, and so I picked up a copy of your magazine and found
it to be very informative and inspirational.
Firstly I must compliment your team on the way you design your
magazine. In your letter, I was not expecting you to give us advice to go
and see our doctors for a medical exam; however, I found it very useful
advice. There were other articles that I also found educational, such as
the one on medical check-ups and on childhood obesity, just to mention
a few.
Lastly, what inspired me to write this letter was reading that the 1time
CEO Blacky Komani and other 1time staff got together to help those in
need in Diepsloot in celebration of Mandela’s birthday.
Well done 1time family, your work is being recognised. And to you
editor and your team, thanks for providing your readers with an intelligent
and entertaining magazine.
Kind regards
Mulalo Lawrence Rambau

Dear Nicky
I travel frequently between Cape Town and Durban and there’s only
one airline for me!
1time is a most professional airline – the service is fantastic, there are
never any delays, checking in is swift and efficient, and your staff are
extremely pleasant and helpful.
I am distressed to hear that your airline is experiencing financial
difficulties and I sincerely hope that some solution is found soon, and
that I will be able to continue travelling on 1time well into the future.
Good luck and best wishes,
Eve Anderson
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The writer of this
edition’s Letter of
the Month will
receive an iLuv
portable speaker
case for tablets
The iLuv portable speaker case allows
you to protect your device and play your
music in impressive stereo at the same
time. Much easier to carry around than
a boom box or stereo, this is a sound
system that can travel with you wherever
you go and is great for braais and beach
parties, or just relaxing at home. The iLuv
portable speaker case boasts external
volume and power switches to allow
you to control sound levels conveniently
and is battery operated. The case
is designed to fit all tablets that are
11” or smaller, and is also compatible with
iPods, mp3 players and all phones via a
3.5 mm auxiliary jack. The iLuv portable
speaker case for tablets comes in blue,
black or pink. iLuv products are available
at
leading
retailers
country-wide.
For
more
information,
contact
Cortech on +27 11 463 8530 or email
sales@cortechsa.co.za.
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Get into the
Festive Season
Spirit
Nelson Mandela Square’s iconic Carols on the Square
in Johannesburg mixes traditional Christmas carols with
performances by well known artists to create an exciting
mix of pop and tradition. This year’s event on
2nd December will be no different, as it celebrates not only
the festive season, but also the life and legacy of Freddie
Mercury, lead singer of Queen. Conductor Richard Cock
will again take centre stage, joined by The Symphony Choir
of Johannesburg, The Joburg Festival Orchestra and the
Mzansi Youth Choir to combine a vibrant African influence
with traditional festive cheer. Entrance is free. For more
information, visit www.nelsonmandelasquare.com.
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School’s Out for the Summer

Students across South Africa are once again set to take over the coastal
towns of Umhlanga, Ballito, Durban and Plettenberg Bay, as the Vodacom
4U Rage Festival 2012 gets underway from 23rd November to
11th December. The organisers are expecting 135,000 attendees this year
who will party to international DJs such as Dimitri Vegas, Like Mike and
Nervo; 5FM deck-spinning names, including DJ Fresh, Euphonik and Roger
Goode; as well as popular local acts such as Goldfish, Jack Parow, Die
Heuwels Fantasties, Van Coke Kartel and Good Luck. 4U Rage Passports
are available through Rage Agents at over 300 schools and at Vodacom 4U
stores nationwide. Visit www.ragefestival.co.za for more information.
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Bringing the wonders of the Winelands to Johannesburg,
Stellenbosch Wine Routes and Sanlam Private Investments has
paired the finest winemakers and chefs from the country’s premium
wine region for a sophisticated celebration of all things epicurean.
Stellenbosch at Summer
Place will take place
on 7th November, when
Summer Place in Hyde
Park will be transformed
into a stylish rendezvous
for guests to mingle
with 50 top Stellenbosch
winemakers and
estate owners as they
showcase more than 100
wines. Art enthusiasts
will also be able to
appreciate rare pieces
from the Sanlam Art
Collection.Tickets are
available from
www.webtickets.co.za.
For more
information, visit
www.wineroute.co.za.
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out &about
Raise a Glass

Cape Town’s Festival of Beer is
a celebration of brewing heritage
and craft from around the world.
Featuring almost 150 brands, this is
the premier celebration of all things
beer, and will take place from 23rd to
25th November at Hamilton’s Rugby
Club. Visitors can expect over 50
local and international breweries, as
well as a selection of limited edition
beers brewed just for the festival.
This year the festival will also be
offering guided beer tours. These
will include meeting the brewers
and sampling a variety of beers,
watching home brewing demonstrations and participating in blind tastings. There will
also be beer judging, beer merchandise for sale, workshops and the highly anticipated
Beerlympics. Tickets are available from Webtickets.co.za. For more information, visit
capetownfestivalofbeer.co.za.

December
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Hobart Grove Centre’s
Christmas Market, off Grosvenor
road in Bryanston, Johannesburg, on
6th and 7th December. Visit
www.hobartgrovecentre.co.za for
more information.

07

Celebrate the festive season with South
Africa’s inaugural Pick

n Pay
Taste of Christmas from 7th to

9th December at the Coca-Cola Dome in
Johannesburg. For more information and
bookings, visit www.tasteofchristmas.co.za
or www.itickets.co.za.
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The world’s most famous flying machine
competition, Red

Bull Flugtag,

will take place at Cape Town’s V&A

Burlesque Beauties

It has been a smash hit in London’s
West End, and now The Hurly Burly
Show will be heading to Emperors
Palace for a summer season of
deliciously bawdy burlesque
fun. Boasting a bevy of beautiful
burlesque stars, specialty variety
acts and fabulous costumes, sets
and music, The Hurly Burly Show
is a singing, dancing revue with a
saucy contemporary twist. Fusing
fashion, music and popular culture,
this burlesque inspired musical
spectacular features steamy covers
and twisted mash-ups from pop
artists which include Kylie Minogue,
Britney Spears and Lady Gaga. The
Hurly Burly Show opens on
27th October and will run for a sixweek season. Tickets can be booked
through the Box Office on
+27 11 928 1297, from
www.emperorspalace.com or
through Computicket.

Find those perfect stocking fillers at

Waterfront on 9th December. Visit
www.redbullflugtag.co.za for
more information.
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The annual Kloovenburg Wine
& Olive Christmas Market
Day in Riebeek Kasteel will take place on
15th December, and will showcase the finest
produce from the Riebeek Valley. For more
information visit www.kloovenburg.com.

January

26

The TOTALSPORTS XTERRA will
take place on 26th and 27th January 2013 at
Buffelspoort Dam in the North West Province,
and consists of the XTERRA Full (1.5 km swim,
27 km mountain bike ride and 12 km trail
run) and the XTERRA lite (400 m swim, 17 km
mountain bike ride and 6 km trail run). Visit
www.stillwatersports.com to enter.
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Best of the Beach
Cape Town’s Camps Bay is one of South Africa’s premier
summer hot spots, renowned for its pristine beachfront,
glamorous residents and glorious sunsets. The restaurant
Pepperclub on the Beach is situated along the trendy Camps
Bay Promenade and overlooks the golden beachfront and
glittering Atlantic Ocean. The restaurant’s contemporary à la
carte summer menu offers exceptional seafood, sushi and
continental cuisine. A variety of cocktails is also on offer, and are
best enjoyed on the wooden deck while watching the sunset.
Out of towners can opt to stay at Pepperclub Hotel & Spa and
receive exclusive use of Pepperclub on the Beach’s beach club,
which includes shower, changing and restroom facilities. For
more information, visit www.pepperclubonthebeach.co.za or
contact +27 21 438 3174.

The Perfect Girls’ Getaway

The Three Cities Royal Palm Hotel in Umhlanga has recently
launched an exclusive ladies’ wing that boasts a special feminine
touch. Female guests can enjoy specialty teas, as well as savour
a bath with bubbles, scented candles and the very best women’s
magazines after a busy day. For a little extra pampering, a therapist
from the Spa Royale can make in-room visits, while personal GHD
stylers and hair dryers make grooming a breeze. The ladies’ menu is
light and tasty, starting with a variety of delicious salads, followed by
mains which include grilled ostrich
and Teriyaki pan fried
salmon, ending with a
delicious selection of
sweet treats. For more
information,
visit
Cape Town was recently named Africa’s Best Beach
www.threecities.co.za.

travel tip

The Magic Number

Destination at the World Travel Awards, successfully
beating out other finalists which included Bazaruto in
Mozambique, Diani Beach in Kenya, Plettenberg Bay,
Zanzibar and previous winner, Sharm El Sheikh in
Egypt. This is yet another reason to make a point of
visiting the Mother City this year.

3 restaurant is a fine dining restaurant located above its
sister establishment, the Fish & Wine Co Restaurant, in
Johannesburg’s Design Quarter complex. The concept of 3 is
unique in that it offers diners the rare opportunity of tasting
a pairing of a wine and a dish that is not dominated by the
initial direction of the meal. Rather, the head chef and the
resident wine expert select a variety of wines from three wine
estates. Dishes (which form part of a five course meal) are
then directed by the notes of the individual wines, and in so
doing the experience of the dish and the wine are mutually
enhanced, rather than merely paired. The menu changes every
two months along with the selection of a further three wine
farms. Visit www.fishandwine.co for more information.
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Gratit ude in a Tin

Pamper Your Staff
As we are near the end of 2012, many of us are
exhausted after a year of hard work. Why not say
thank you to your staff by rewarding them with some
“me” or “us” time at the Hands On Retreat in Craighall,
Johannesburg? The retreat offers a variety of options, from
two hour pamper packages on the deck overlooking a
private river, to corporate lunches and spa sleepovers.
You can also purchase spa pamper gift vouchers for
individual staff members to use with their significant
others, or organise a team year end pamper party. Contact
+27 11 326 0066 or visit www.handsonretreat.co.za for
more information. Like the Hands on Retreat Facebook page
and you will receive a R200 reward voucher. Terms and
conditions apply.

Do a little something different to
show your appreciation with
NetGifts’s innovative biscuit
range, which is guaranteed to
get recipients smiling in delight.
These melt-in-your-mouth
gingerbread munchies in
retro blue and green come
in a stylish collectable
tin and are shaped and
intricately iced to spell out
the words “thank you”. For
more scrumptious
ideas, visit
www.netgifts.co.za
or contact
0861 300 500.

Bottled Youth
Richibrown Organic Natox is a
new face cream which promises to
turn back the hands of time. Thanks
to an innovative new formula, this
wonder cream uses natural and
organic ingredients to create the
same effect as Botox – without
any needles required. Clinical trials
have proven Richibrown Organic
Natox to be a safe, effective and
painless alternative to cosmetic
procedures, while helping to
make skin look younger. As
the cream does not contain
chemicals or require injections,
it is less likely to cause allergies
or skin irritation. It has also been
embraced by plastic surgeons who
use it to extend the effectiveness
of Botox. Visit www.natox.co.za
or contact +27 79 508 7730
for more information.

top pit
A DeskBag is a dual purpose school
bag that carries books and stationery,
but when folded open its Perspex flap
(made from recycled billboards) also
serves as a desk. Four million children
in South Africa need school desks.
To sponsor bags for underprivileged
schools, email deskbags@prworx.co.za
or contact +27 11 896 1818.

Book

s

flight

at
online e.co.za
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Thinking in
Neon Colours

“Think left and think right,
and think low and think
high. Oh the things you can
think if only you try.” So said
legendary children’s author Dr
Seuss, who certainly proved
that magic happens when you
start thinking creatively.
But although we typically think of such
luminaries as Seuss (or even more commonly,
people related to the arts like Van Gogh, Mozart or
even ballerina Margot Fonteyn) when we consider
creativity, the truth is that each of us is driven by an
urge to make and to do. Not convinced? Remember
how, as a child, you could spend hours immersed
in your colouring-in book or playing “Teacher,
teacher”? How does that differ from the rush of
pride you get when presenting a complicated
dessert to your dinner guests or showing your
manager an innovative way of addressing a
business problem?
In fact, if you were to think back on your days,
you would see that each is lit by a small moment
of creativity, whether it is singing in the shower
or trying on an outfit you usually would not
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Greg @thelove
of_greg
@1time_Airline
just flew from
Livingstone an
d was ON TIME
as usual! Than
ks for being the
most efficient
low cost carrier!
#keepstrong

look at twice. These are probably the moments when you feel most
enthusiastic, excited and energised. That is one of the great things about
creativity: It truly grants you a fresh window on the world, and lifts the
veil on the mundane.
Of course, it has other advantages too; practical ones that can make a
real difference. For example, if you have noticed that your budget is tighter
than usual (and who hasn’t?), a little out-the-box thinking can make sure
that your money does not finish before the month does. It can also help
to build your resilience: If your usual way of dealing with a problem is
not helping, trying a different approach probably will. Plus if you are able
to see outside your own experience to imagine how other people might
be thinking and to empathise with them, you will also be able to develop
stronger relationships.
It is refreshing to realise that creativity is not the sole preserve of
great minds like Steve Jobs and Isaac Newton, or even people who
are called upon to exercise it throughout their working day, such
as writers or architects. What is surprising, though, is that it is only
relatively recently that this fact has been acknowledged. Plato himself
denounced the concept of creativity (rather ironically, since he was
one of the world’s finest thinkers), saying that painters did not make
things, but rather that they merely imitated them. In his time, art was
viewed as a process of discovery, rather than creativity. And if it sounds
like the Ancient Greeks and Romans took a hard line when it came to
saluting people’s inner originality and inventiveness, consider that the
early Judeo-Christian traditions held that creativity was gifted only to
God. Only He could create, or so the theory went; humans could but
give expression to His works.
These views all started changing during the Renaissance, which is
understandable if you think about the huge emphasis placed on objects
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of beauty during that time. Could any other milieu have given rise to
such works as Michelangelo’s David, or the Mona Lisa?
Of course, not all of us are as fortunate to have sponsors like
the Medici family to accommodate our artistic whims. On the other
hand, we do have corporates that are eager to harness the power of
innovation, and are trying their very best to encourage people to think
differently.
Then again, even if your company is not the type to host
brainstorming sessions or reward novel ideas, there is a lot you can
do to boost your personal creativity quotient. Start with something as
simple as making a small change: If you usually take a short cut to
work, try the scenic route, and take note of the many minor details that
come together to make your surrounds. Or, next time you eat out, ditch
the Italian and opt for Mexican instead. New experiences are often the
catalyst for fresh thoughts.
You could also start your own tradition of what Julia Cameron,
author of The Artist’s Way, calls the “morning pages”: Swap your
morning espresso for a pen and, before your eyes are properly open,
start jotting down the first things that come to mind. You are bound
to get the ideas flowing. Then turn thought into action by putting an
end to procrastination and tackling your to-do list – it is the removal
of mental blocks that will enhance your creativity. Alternatively, you
could seek out inspiration by drawing on the creativity of others. Visit
your local museum, check out what’s on at the art movie circuit, or
treat yourself to a night at the symphony. Or simply join forces with a
colleague who thinks very differently to you, and enjoy the process of
sparking off each other.
There are hundreds of other ways to unleash your creative potential.
Find your own, and you are already halfway there. T
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Taking Art to the

Streets

I ART JOBURG
Following

the

2011

successes

of

the I ART WOODSTOCK and I ART
SOWETO community art projects –
which gave local artists a platform
to

represent

themselves

through

street art – this year’s I ART JOBURG,
presented by adidas Originals, has a
distinctly international flavour to it.

© Martha Cooper
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South African graffiti artist Falko with his puzzle-like creation
© Martha Cooper
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Durban-based fine artist Cameron Platter’s piece was
inspired by South African newspaper classifieds
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“The I ART JOBURG project is primarily
about taking art to the streets, thereby making it
accessible to everybody and ultimately inspiring
people through art,” explains Fabrizia Degli
Esposti, Brand Marketing and PR Manager for Style
at adidas South Africa.
As part of the I ART JOBURG project, five
world renowned artists painted eight large scale
murals in Johannesburg’s Maboneng Precinct in
September. They were:
• Steve “ESPO” Powers and the Icy Sign
Team, sign-writing connoisseurs who hail
from Overbrook in New York. They created
two murals with powerful locally oriented
messages, including “Stay up”, which was
suggested by a hardworking local by the
name of Bekhi, and “Mama”, for everybody’s
mother, Africa.
• Madrid local Remed. He visited the
Origins Museum shortly after his arrival
in Johannesburg, where he went on a
tour of ancient rock art. This inspired the
first of two murals Remed painted in the
Maboneng Precinct.
• Mysterious Belgian street artist Roa. He is
famous for his distinctive graffiti wildlife. In
Maboneng, he completed a mural consisting of
six massive African animals.
• South African graffiti artist Falko. He enjoys
creating split pieces, which usually require
three or more separate walls to accomplish.
For I ART JOBURG, Falko painted one image
and turned it into a puzzle to create three
different murals.
• Fine artist Cameron Platter. Platter hails from
Durban and with I ART JOBURG made the
transition from exclusive gallery space to
inclusive community space. Platter’s mural has
its origins in newspaper classifieds, and the
subject matter is truly South African.
Legendary American street art photographer
Martha Cooper was on hand to document all of
the artists and their work. Cooper is a pioneering
photographer who has been capturing images
of graffiti, street art, hip hop, break dancing and
everything else that represents the unofficial,
ground-level culture of urban New York since 1977.
An exhibition of Martha Cooper’s photo
documentary of the mural art project will be open
for two months in the Maboneng Precinct before
moving to Cape Town.
For more information about the exhibition
and the mural project, visit www.area3.co.za or
www.i-art-joburg.com. T

New York locals Steve “Espo” Powers and the Icy Sign Team left behind some inspiring messages after their trip to Maboneng
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Frenchman Remed reinterpreted ancient African rock art in the bright colours of his homeland in his piece

© Martha Cooper

© Martha Cooper
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Belgian street artist Roa left behind a little piece of the African bush in the urban Johannesburg Jungle
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Arty Endeavours abouts
We may not all be Picassos or Rembrandts, pottery whizzes or artistic powerhouses,
but everyone has a creative side that should be indulged or nurtured from time to
time. Here is our top pick of ways to unleash your artistic state of mind.

1
2
3
4

Story by Rebecca Johnson, Pic © Artjamming

Take a Holiday
There is nothing quite like a change of scenery to get the creative juices flowing, particularly when that scenery is
beautiful and comes with all the materials and guidance you need to create your own masterpiece. Painting holidays
and artists’ retreats are becoming an increasingly popular holiday option for both seasoned artists, as well as those just
starting out. Paint into the Wild (www.paintintothewild.co.za) offers week-long painting retreats in the heart of the
Karoo. Limited to six people per retreat, these intimate and creative retreats include accommodation, art classes, art
materials and excursions off the beaten track to be inspired by colours, textures and horizons. The next retreat takes
place from 11th to 17th November.

Surround Yourself with Art
Get into an artistic frame of mind by surrounding yourself with other people’s work and letting their talent
inspire you. The little Free State town of Clarens (www.clarens.co.za) has arguably more art galleries per capita
than any other place in the country, while KwaZulu-Natal’s Midlands Meander (which was established to showcase
the work of the local artisans in the area) is jam packed with a smorgasbord of artistic endeavours. Hillfold Pottery
and Ardmore Ceramic Art are testament to the beautiful objects that can be created out of clay, while Sterlings
Wrought Iron and The Woodturner show how brute strength and skill can be translated into unique objet d’art. Visit
www.midlandsmeander.co.za for more information.

Get Your Hands Dirty
While most people are unlikely to have the same kind of otherworldly experience Demi Moore had at her pottery
wheel in the movie Ghost, trying your hand at making your own pottery is guaranteed to unleash your creative side. Plus
you may end up with some rather interesting and personal pieces to use in your home or to give away as gifts. There are
an abundance of pottery classes on offer all over the country, but one of the easiest ways to find a studio in your area
is to visit the website of Ceramics Southern Africa (www.ceramicssa.org), as they have a comprehensive list of teachers.
Most studios welcome beginners and the cost of the classes include the clay and the tools used.

Get the Kids Involved
Instilling creativity in your children is one of the greatest
gifts you can give them, and Artjamming Stores are now
making it easier for kids and parents to have artistic fun
together. You do not have to have any experience and the
stores provide all the necessary tools for some serious
“paintertainment”, including canvases and acrylic paints.
The stores also run special programmes over the school
holidays and offer a variety of classes, including “Fun with
Foam” and “Colour Awareness”. Artjamming stores can
currently be found in Cape Town (Willowbridge Centre, Cape
Quarter and Cavendish Square) and Johannesburg (Melrose
Arch and Lonehill Centre). Visit www.artjamming.co.za for
more information.
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Gallery Gazing
Research has shown that the brain’s “reward system” is stimulated when you look at
beautiful art. This is the same part of your grey matter that experiences a rush when
you indulge in a spot of gambling. So, where in South Africa to get your fix?
The façade of the South African National
Gallery with an artwork by Anthony Ward
entitled Like Water for Chocolate which forms
part of the French Season exhibition, Rendez
-Vous12, on show until 24th March 2013.
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A selection of paintings from the Sir Abe Bailey Collection, which
forms part of the South African National Gallery’s exhibition dialogues:
conversations between the old and new, which will run until 12th April 2013.

Johannesburg’s Creative Block Gallery is helping to
make art affordable to more South Africans

This sculpture, entitled
The Reign (2010) by
Mary Sibande, is one of
the new acquisitions to
the Iziko Permanent Art
Collection and is currently
on display at the South
African National Gallery.

Cape Town and Joburg’s Artistic Aristocracy
There is no arguing that the South African National Gallery (SANG)
is the grande dame of the country’s art scene. Housed in one of Cape
Town’s most gracious and historic buildings, this is the first port of call
for those wishing to explore the trajectory and development of the
country’s aesthetic. In addition to important local works, the SANG
also boasts around 3,000 pieces from the rest of the continent, and
the collection so diverse it includes beadwork and carvings in bone.
The African Collection is one of the gallery’s permanent
exhibitions. Others include a nod to the modernists, featuring works
by such prominent local artists as Irma Stern, Gerard Sekoto and
Jacobus Pierneef. There is also a historic collection, a legacy from the
days of the gallery’s establishment in 1871, when works from South
Africa’s colonial “founders” were highly prized. Fans of modern day
art, meanwhile, will delight in the Contemporary Collection, where
you will find the current South African greats, including William
Kentridge, Kendall Greer, Noria Mabasa and Mary Sibande.
If you would like to see a piece by one of these masters hanging
on your own walls, best make your way to the Goodman Gallery,
which is a regular host to groundbreaking exhibitions. For example, it
was the gallery’s Johannesburg space which recently sparked a furore
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as the temporary home to Brett Murray’s controversial The Spear,
surely the most talked about South African artwork of the decade.
The Everard Read Gallery, which also has premises in both Cape
Town and Johannesburg, is similarly renowned as one of South
Africa’s leading fine art dealers. The Cape Town gallery is a particular
treat for those looking for that something special, as it also houses Die
Kunskamer, the city’s oldest dealership.
In Johannesburg, the Standard Bank Art Gallery is another that has
gained a well deserved reputation for “firsts”. It is most famous for
bringing Picasso’s African inspired oeuvre to the continent, and prides
itself on holding regular exhibitions of a similar calibre. Most recently,
these have included an exploration of the human form by the masters
of the 20th Century. Small wonder, then, that those with an interest in
art that is as thought-provoking as it is beautiful keep a watchful eye
out for its latest exhibitions.
No exploration of Johannesburg’s art scene would be complete
without mention of Arts on Main. This is the beating heart of the city’s
arts scene, a cluster of galleries that makes Johannesburg’s Maboneng
Precinct a visual feast. Highlights include galleries like David Krut
Projects and the Bailey Seippel Gallery – to name but a few – which
provide an ongoing showcase.
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Durban’s KZNSA Gallery boasts a pleasant coffee shop and a craft
store full of great gift ideas, in addition to its dedicated gallery space

The Creative Block Gallery – in another of Johannesburg’s arts
hubs, the Juta Precinct – is an interesting venture. This unique
concept was established as a dedicated space for the Creative Block
Project, an initiative which strives to create a platform for South
African artists by inviting them to use the medium of their choice to
transform a blank block into an artwork. The Creative Block Gallery
is a collector’s dream, and offers a rich and diverse display of these
affordable pieces.

Durban’s Arty Areas

Of course, not all art purchases are of the highbrow variety. Often,
enormous pleasure is derived from buying an item that is simply
unusual or quirky, decidedly different from those available in malls.
If distinctively designed ceramics, jewellery, crafts, photography and
textiles appeal to you, then a visit to the KZNSA Gallery in Durban is
a must, particularly in December and January. This is when the gallery
hosts the Buzzart Festival, and becomes a treasure trove bursting with
exquisite and creative gifts.
It is not surprising that Durban’s thriving design culture has given
rise to a number of upcoming art spaces. While those intent on

Go South Africa Go by Stembiso Shongwe, from the permanent
collection at The Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Art Museum

viewing the city’s most famous collections will relish meandering
through the Durban Art Gallery, those on the lookout for the
fresh and the novel will enjoy such venues as The Collective, an
exhibition space which also features a coffee shop and a work space
for visitors.

The Eastern Cape’s Creative Spaces

The Eastern Cape’s arts lovers also have a number of venues
where they can indulge their passion. The province’s premier arts
destination is the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Art Museum in Port
Elizabeth, where collections range from local and British artworks to
Oriental art (including such unusual mediums as Chinese textiles and
Indian miniatures).
In East London, it is the Vincent Art Gallery that will catch the
enthusiast’s eye. Here you will find all the big names, from Frans
Claerhout to Gregoire Boonzaaier. But what the gallery truly prides
itself on is a framing department that will ensure your new artwork
has the perfect foil.
If art is one of life’s great pleasures, then these galleries are nothing
short of than havens. T

FEATURE
Story by Nicky Furniss
Pix © Art Investments

Helping South Africa’s
Van Goghs

Art Investments

In the art world, talent only gets you so far, as Vincent van Gogh and countless others before and
since him have discovered – often the hard way. Often this is because artists have the skills to paint a
striking canvas or sculpt a beautiful work of art, but none of the savvy as to how to market their end
product or to get it viewed by the type of audiences that could turn into potential buyers and patrons.
This is where a new South African company, Art Investments, is coming in to bridge the gap.
Old Man and Donkey Cart by Patrik Rapai, one of the
artists currently being mentored by Art Investments
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Reggie Khumalo, Operations Director of Art
Investments at the official launch held at
Fairlawns Boutique Hotel in August this year

Male Nude by Wakaba Mutheki, internationally
acclaimed South African artist, who serves as
a mentor to the Art Investments artists

“The main idea is to sustain the artist and to prove that art can
be a career for someone,” explains Reggie Khumalo, Operations
Director for Art Investments. We sit in his office in Centurion,
surrounded by the work of the artists that the company has already
started mentoring. Though it officially only came into being in May
this year, Art Investments has five artists on their books – four
painters and one sculptor – whose work has already been sold to
buyers during a number of exhibitions the company has hosted.
Many of these artists were brought on board by renowned
South African artist Wakaba Mutheki, who along with Reggie is
responsible for sourcing artists and then primarily for mentoring
them. While the company was launched by financial investment
company Advanced Capital as a means of investing in the local
community, the only criteria for an artist to be selected is to show
great promise and potential.
Artists that are signed to Art Investments are then given a
platform and every available resource to improve and showcase
their work. The company provides all the art materials necessary,
as well as mentorship in the form of Wakaba, not to mention
regular exhibitions to sell their work. During their contracts the
artists also receive a regular salary. “We put them on a contract so
that they are guaranteed of a salary, whether we sell their work or
not,” explains Reggie. Not only does this help to sustain the artists
in their chosen career, but it also ensures that their work retains its
value and appreciates over time. “By providing the artists with a
salary, they don’t have to prostitute their work on the street. They
are not desperate, so the work is not priced cheaply and it means
that it increases in value over time,” says Reggie.
This is good news for potential buyers as well. “The idea – and
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Lessons 1 and 2 by Wakaba Mutheki

why we are called Art Investments – is to build an investment of
each piece. We guarantee our buyers that, because these artists go
through a lot of training and mentoring, we can proudly say that
a particular piece is never going to decrease in value. We feel so
strongly about this that we are happy to buy back any piece from
a buyer, a year or even two years from now – that is how much we
believe in our own artists.”
Showing faith in an artist is no small thing, as Reggie himself
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Internationally celebrated South African musician
Abdullah Ebrahim, painted by Wakaba Mutheki

has discovered. Last year Reggie was working as a Gallery
Manager in a small showroom in Midstream, and had not painted
for years. Then a customer walked into the gallery who would
ultimately change his life. “Hugo (Hugo Knoetze, Group CEO
of Advanced Capital) came in and I tried to sell him one of the
pieces hanging in the gallery. He said he didn’t like it, but that
if I could paint something for him he would buy it. I wasn’t sure
if he was serious, but I thought I would take him up on it. So I
went home, did a painting, and two days later I phoned him up
to tell him. He thought the painting was amazing and he bought
it. Then he wanted more. After the fourth one, I painted one
for him as a thank you gift and when I gave it to him he said:
‘Reggie, I feel you are the right person – shouldn’t we go into
business together?’”
Once Reggie got over his initial surprise at the offer, they sat
down and came up with the Art Investment concept, which Hugo
successfully sold to the board of Advanced Capital. Virtually
overnight Reggie went from a gallery manager and part time artist
to an operations director who makes big and often tough business
decisions every day. Though he admits that the business side of
things is hard, with the help of Hugo (who serves as a business
mentor to him) Reggie is flourishing in his new environment. “It’s
been amazing, and half the time I really can’t believe it’s real,”
he says. But it is also the knowledge of what it feels like to have
been given a golden opportunity himself that drives Reggie to

Reggie Khumalo with Yvonne Chaka Chaka,
who is a keen supporter of Art Investments
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Madiba – Long Walk to Freedom by Wakaba Mutheki

dream big for the artists he hopes to help and the business he plans to grow.
These plans include moving to their very own gallery space where the artists’ work
can be permanently displayed and sold, as well as eventually adding studios for the
artists to work from. While they have had some success selling artworks to individual
buyers, Reggie also hopes to target the corporate market, and eventually to work on a
commission basis for hotel chains and large corporations. Though we are currently in
a recession, Reggie believes that people will always prioritise beautiful pieces of art.
“As much as art is a luxury, it speaks to a person in a way that is difficult to pinpoint or
ignore. I recently sold a piece to someone who could really not afford it, but it moved
them so much and reminded them so much of their childhood that they had to have it.
In matters of the heart, the recession doesn’t matter.”
That said, because many of Art Investments’ artists are as yet unknown, their work is
still priced very affordably for the general public (from about R4,500 upwards), which
ensures that Art Investments is also fulfilling another goal – that of being able to make
beautiful art more accessible to more people.
Ultimately, however, Reggie hopes that Art investments will have the most impact on
South Africa’s current crop of artistic talent, as well as on future generations of budding
artists: “I am hoping that Art Investments will help create the awareness that art can be
a career and that it can be taken seriously. I hope that schools in the future can say to
their students: ‘If you want to be an artist, you can be one and you can make a living
from this.’ Plus there are already a lot of amazing artists out there that just deserve a
break,” he says.
If you are a budding artist in search of mentorship or an art lover looking
for your next great piece of art, contact Reggie on +27 12 940 0282, email
reggie@artinvestments.co.za or visit www.artinvestments.co.za. T
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By George!
Getting Out and About Around George
George may seem like a sleepy little “dorp” to some, but there is a surprisingly large array
of things to do in and around this Garden Route town, as ‘abouTime’ recently discovered.
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Klein Brak is perfect for leisurely strolls on the beach
or impromptu lunches at its dune-perched restaurant

Chill Out in Klein Brak
If there is something compelling about the coastal strip, the muscular
shoulders of the Outeniqua Mountains and the rivers around George,
there is good reason. It is said that 123,000 years ago our ancestors
came close to extinction, but a few hundred families survived the Ice
Age in the coastal caves in this area.
The abundance of life seems particularly splendid around the Klein
Brak River. Although flooding can take place in winter, in summer the
whole area shines like a green gem. The pristine lagoon is a pretty
picture next to the swooping N2 highway, a road that connects Mossel
Bay to George and Plettenberg Bay. What is wonderful about Klein
Brak is its sedate understatement and tranquillity. The river flows
slowly, even as the tides come in and out, and the many camp sites
and self-catering units are here for a reason – it’s a beautiful spot,
especially on the long, sandy beach where the river flows into the sea.
The area has a calm vitality about it, and its mixture of forest,
lagoon and glittering sea invites simple activities, such as luxuriating
in the sun, lazy seaside walks, or canoeing. The river is navigable for
almost 20 km, and has decent stocks of freshwater fish. The beach is
also a good fishing spot. And if you don’t feel like eating your catch
right there and then, you can wander up the beach for a bit where
you will come across a wonderfully rustic restaurant perched on the
dune vegetation.
Another worthwhile spot in the area, on the other side of Mossel
Bay (just 20 minutes from George International Airport), is Pinnacle
Point, which boasts a rolling green carpet in the form of one of the
world’s best manicured golf courses. Visitors also have an opportunity
here to journey back in time. The breathtaking views of sheer cliffs
falling into the churning sea hint at scenes hunter-gatherers may also
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have gazed upon thousands of years ago. It is here that scientists
discovered the earliest evidence of what they describe as “the
systematic exploitation of shell fish”, along with cave paintings and
cooking, in other words the precursors to life as we now know it.

As the elephants at Botlierskop are ex-circus elephants, they are used
to human contact and are happy to allow visitors to feed them

Get Back to Nature at Botlierskop

If beaches, fishing and water sport are not your cup of
tea, pop around to Botlierskop Private Game Reserve. They
offer Big Five game drives, although the stars of the show are
undoubtedly the elephants. Visitors are invited to feed them by
hand, or even hitch a ride on one of these ex-circus elephants
which were rescued from Zimbabwe. Because they are so used
to being around people, the reserve presents a rare opportunity
to get up close and personal with Africa’s largest animal. Holding
onto a tusk with one hand and putting an apple straight into
an elephant’s mouth is one of those experiences you will not
easily forget.
The mountain at Botlierskop is interesting because of the fires
which used to be lit here (Lord of the Ring’s style) to alert the
local inhabitants whenever supply ships arrived at Mossel Bay.
Botlierskop also offers helicopter trips, providing a spectacular
view of Klein Brak’s beach. For those looking to overnight, the
reserve has luxury tented suites. Alternatively, for tighter budgets
there is a riverside camp site nearby.
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Once a favourite spot of Hansie Cronje’s,
secluded Herold’s Bay is perfect for a bit of R&R

Enjoy the Simple Pleasures of Life in Herold’s Bay
Situated just 15 km from George Airport, it is strange that so few people know about
Herold’s Bay, tucked away between sheltered cliffs on the Garden Route. This beachside
hamlet is named after a pastor from George, and remains a mostly Afrikaans speaking
community. Mussel crackers are often pulled out in this area, especially at popular fishing
holes such as “Skotsebank” and “Rooikransies”.
This was one of the late Hansie Cronjé’s favourite places to unwind, just around the
corner from the Fancourt Golf Estate, and it is plain to see why. Herold’s Bay boasts a
saltwater pool, and just enough residents to feel intimate without being crowded, social
without being isolated. It is the warm water cousin of a similarly sized, nearly secret beach:
Llandudno in Cape Town. Like Llandudno, Herold’s Bay has rocky cliffs, a fringe of forest and
some of South Africa’s most exclusive and expensive houses. Best of all, Herold’s Bay is dog
friendly. There is something special about taking the dogs to the beach. It awakens the fun
element in you, and allows you to chase and shout and simply run around for the sheer thrill
of being outside. Herold’s Bay is just the sort of place where you can let your hair down. T

1time flies to george Check the
flight schedule for dates and times
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Artsy Fartsy
Getting in Touch with Your Creative Side

Finding your inner artiste is not hard, excessively expensive or time consuming, as
‘abouTime’ recently discovered.

Encaustic art teacher Jann Visser teaches her students how to make
beautiful pieces of art – like this one – from pigmented bee’s wax
“I just don’t have the time.” “I’m trying to save.” Sound familiar?
Unfortunately, yes. Our lives are so entrenched work that we often
forget to tap into our creative side. And no, I am not talking about
prancing-in-the-fields kind of stuff, but rather every once in a while
taking some time out to paint a picture, take a photograph, or simply
stroll around your nearest gallery.
Cape Town based Encaustic artist, teacher and author Jann Visser
says that it is extremely important to find some way to relax and
unwind. “People often say to me: ‘I’ve always wanted to do something
creative.’ I believe it’s in each and every one of us; we just have to find
it. The key is to try and attend different craft workshops to determine
what’s for you,” she adds.
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“Encaustic art requires absolutely no talent at all. It’s very therapeutic,
fun, easy and inexpensive,” says Jann. The medium is pigmented bees
wax and it can be used on card, glass, ceramic, wood, or even ostrich
eggs. Best of all, the Encaustic wax dries immediately, so you can
produce beautiful pieces in no time. “No mess, no fuss!” laughs Jann.

Designer DIY

When it comes to getting creative in your own home, the options
are endless. Since 2007 Janice Anderssen, founder of DIY Divas, has
run workshops for men and women of all ages. “We offer a selection
of workshops that cover basic topics, from how to use power tools and
attachments, right up to making your own furniture,” says Janice.
Since money is not really making the world go around at the
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Janice Anderssen, the founder
of DIY Divas, makes DIY easy
through her hands on workshops

At Janice Anderssen’s beginner’s workshops, everyone
makes something to take home with them
moment, it is great to know that you can save by simply equipping
yourself with the tips, tricks and techniques to get home DIY and
improvement projects done.
No longer just a man’s job, Janice says women are increasingly getting
involved in the creative side of DIY by making their own furniture and
home décor accessories. “Why fork out for a framed mirror when you
can make your own at a fraction of the cost? Need a new bed for your
child? Imagine being able to make it yourself,” she adds.

Easels and Paint Brushes
Painting has always been seen as expensive, plus there are just so
many different tubes and brushes and colours out there, how do you
choose? The Paint Basket online art community has made this incredibly
easy. The website streams live art classes and webinars to teach you
how to paint and draw with oils, watercolours, acrylics and pencils.
They also offer private online lessons via webcam for a minimal fee.
As it is interactive, you can ask questions and a tutor will immediately
answer.
They also have a studio in Boksburg. Monique van Wyk teaches
the lessons and is an expert tutor and master of the Paint Basket
techniques. Her art lessons cater for all schedules. Anybody can
learn the techniques, so the lessons and workshops are perfect
for beginners.

Photos and Pin Boards

If you are still uninspired, there are plenty of other fuss free creative
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outlets for the average South African to enjoy. We live in one of the most
beautiful countries in the world, so why not take a camera with you
over the weekend and click away? It does not matter how they turn out,
in the end it’s about being creative.
Pinterest is a website which can be used to post photos of anything
and everything that inspires you. Once you have signed up (for free)
you can create your own galleries (called “pin boards”) of photos, re-pin
other people’s photos that inspire you and comment on them. But is it
art? Well, yes. The only time I have ever questioned whether something
was art was when I walked through the South African National Gallery
only to find a somewhat unusual piece: stale loaves of white bread that
had been crushed to oblivion and placed in a semi-straight line. Then
again, who is to say that it is not art?
So, splatter, hammer, click or splodge – the choice is yours, just get
out there and get creative. T

Useful Contacts
•
•
•
•

Jann Visser: www.encausticartsouthafrica.co.za
Janice Anderssen: www.DIY-Divas.co.za / www.Home-Dzine.co.za
Monique Van Wyk: www.paintbasket.com
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com
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Wings of Change
The Zanzibar Butterfly Centre

One of the most alluring things about butterflies is just how fleeting they are. From
when they emerge as beautiful, multicoloured winged creatures from their cocoons,
they have only a few days or weeks to flit from flower to flower, mate, lay their eggs and
then die. But while the lifecycles of these iridescent insects may be short, the impact
they are creating on environmental awareness and sustainable job
creation on the island of Zanzibar is anything but fleeting.
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Situated in Pete Village, 2 km west of Zanzibar’s Jozani-Chwaka
Bay National Park, lies the Zanzibar Butterfly Centre. It is a haven for
hundreds of butterflies and a unique tourist attraction with a strong
environmental conscience. The centre was created in 2006 by its three
founders: Scottish ecologist Benjamin Hayes, Zanzibari forester Abass
Mzee and Tanzanian conservationist Alfred Massawe.
Prior to the establishment of the Jozani-Chakwa Bay National Park,
Zanzibar had lost nearly 90% of its trees due to deforestation. The park
was created to protect what little of the indigenous forest was left, as
well as to provide a safe haven for the critically endangered Zanzibar
Red Colobus monkey.

Pupae Aided Poverty Alleviation
When the park was created, however, many locals living close to the
park lost farming land. Many turned to charcoal production as a means
of supporting their families. Naturally, this exacerbated deforestation
surrounding the park.
“The Zanzibar Butterfly Centre was thus set up to provide alternate
livelihoods and reduce charcoal production in the area surrounding the
Jozani National Park,” explains Federica Busiello, the Zanzibar Butterfly
Centre’s Project Manager. “The founders were concerned by the issue
of deforestation on Zanzibar and wanted to create a solution that also
worked towards poverty alleviation.”
This is exactly what they did. The centre currently employs 37
farmers who were given instruction on how to construct breeding
enclosures, and also on what plants butterflies (in all stages of their
life cycle) thrive on. Once the farmers have caught a number of wild
butterflies their business can begin, as they collect the eggs the female
butterflies lay on the plants in their enclosure, raise the caterpillars and
then sell them in pupae form to the centre.
The centre uses funds generated from tourist entrance fees to pay
the farmers for their butterflies. This works so well, in fact, that many
farmers are now earning significantly more money than they ever did
from selling charcoal. “Also, charcoal production is much harder work
in terms of time required and physical effort, so the famers are not keen
to return to it,” adds Federica.
Most of the centre’s farmers were selected due to their interest in the
project, as well as their past income generating activities, as the centre
remains focused on reducing the number of charcoal producers on the
island. Federica explains that the project also has the potential to hire
even more farmers as it grows. “We also encourage and sometimes
prioritise female farmers, as this is an activity which can easily fit in
around childcare,” she adds.
As well as helping to alleviate poverty in the region and curbing
the deforestation of the island, the project has also had a positive effect
in terms of educating the locals. “Now the local inhabitants know that
there are alternatives, and that it is possible to create an income based
on activities other than farming and charcoal production, while also
protecting the surrounding environment,” says Federica.

Visitors to the Zanzibar Butterfly Centre are guaranteed to see a whole
host of these beautiful winged insects in various forms of their life cycle,
including (top to bottom), Acraea zetes, the pupae of an African Monarch,
an Amauris niavius pupae, and an African Monarch (Danaus chrysippus)

International Recognition
The locals are not the only ones who have noticed the centre’s
excellent work. It recently won a UN SEED Initiative Award in recognition
of its potential to make substantial improvements in poverty eradication
and environmental sustainability. “We are very proud to receive this
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award, as it means that our work is being recognised. Moreover, we now
have the funding to provide a sustainable water supply to the centre,
which will be accessible to the villagers as well,” says Federica.
The award also paves the way for future funding, and the centre
already has plans for implementing a renewable energy programme and
raising even more environmental awareness in the villages surrounding
the National Park.

A Magical Experience

Local butterfly farmers in Pete Village make a
living by selling the butterflies they raise (in
pupae form) to the Zanzibar Butterfly Centre

All of this means that visitors the Zanzibar Butterfly Centre can rest
assured that their money is going to an extremely worthy cause, as well as
allowing them access to one of the island’s must see attractions.
The centre currently boasts one of the largest butterfly exhibits in
Africa with over 30 indigenous species. Although many of these are
seasonal, visitors are always guaranteed of seeing at least 15 to 20 species
flitting about the garden at any given time. These include butterflies of
all colours, shapes and sizes, including the striking blue, yellow and
black striped Gold Banded Forrester (Euphaedra neophon), and the ever
popular orange and black African Monarch (Danaus chrysippus).
As well as exploring the centre’s beautiful garden and being surrounded
by a glorious techno-coloured display of fluttering butterflies, visitors are
treated to a 30 minute tour during which they can see and touch all of
the stages of the butterfly life cycle (from egg, to caterpillar, pupae and
eventually butterfly), learn about butterfly ecology, as well as conservation
issues on the island.
“Stopping at the Zanzibar Butterfly Centre allows visitors to see
a less touristy side of Zanzibar and get a glimpse of local village life,”
says Federica. “Entering our butterfly garden has also been described by
many as a magical experience,” she adds. And considering just how big a
positive impact the project is having on the surrounding community and
on conserving the island’s indigenous flora, many would agree that it is
magical in more ways than one.
The Zanzibar Butterfly Centre is open seven days a week from 09h00
to 17h00. For more information, email mail@zanzibarbutterflies.com,
or
visit
www.zanzibarbutterflies.com
or
www.facebook.com/
ZanzibarButterflyCentre. T

1time flies to zanzibar Check the
flight schedule for dates and times
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Painting a Picture
of Your Soul Art Therapy

Many people find art a relaxing hobby, but in the hands of a qualified therapist
it can also be a powerful tool for overcoming trauma, building confidence and
encouraging emotional growth.
Using art to help people work through troubled emotions sounds like
a very new age concept. Yet art therapy dates back to England in austere
1942, when art was used as psychotherapy for soldiers who had been
injured and traumatised in World War II.

Express Yourself
Art therapy is a powerful tool that allows patients to rekindle
their creative abilities in a process that encourages exploration, selfawareness and emotional growth, says Samantha Davis, a registered
Art Psychotherapist in Johannesburg. “Through the use of different art
materials, clients are able to express and explore their thoughts and
feelings,” says Davis. “It can be a very powerful process, which may
enable long buried feelings to come to the surface and be acknowledged.”
Communication is a key aspect of therapy, and using art to express
yourself is less threatening than using words. So it can be particularly
helpful for people who find it difficult to express their feelings verbally,
including children, mentally or physically disabled adults, and those
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whose voices have been silenced through trauma.
Physically or mentally disabled people can also benefit, as it helps
to build their confidence and realise their potential. Those without the
coordination to hold a crayon or brush can use water, sand or other
materials as a means of communication.
Art also allows adults to be playful, a valuable emotional ability many
have lost through the responsibilities of adulthood.
“It’s not always easy to find the words to express yourself,” says Davis.
“People can sit on a couch and go over and over the same thing, and it’s
sometimes difficult to go any deeper with them if they are controlling
what they say. When they show their feelings through art, you can go
deeper because they are unconsciously revealing it. A person may come
because they are not sleeping, or a child is bed wetting, and we may get
to different underlying issues that can be addressed as well.”
Davis has used art therapy successfully with both adults and children,
including patients with anxiety, depression, emotional and behavioural
problems, learning difficulties or autism. She runs group or individual
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sessions, in a room full of materials like paint, crayons,
clay, scissors and paper. Clients are encouraged to use
whichever material appeals to them.
The most rewarding part is watching people
rekindle their creative side and use that to grow and
evolve emotionally, says Davis. The quality of the end
result does not matter, because art therapy is about the
process, not the excellence of the picture.

Overcoming Trauma
The Community Arts Therapy (CATh) programme
says traumatised children respond well to art therapy,
as it lets them explore their circumstances by
making drawings, paintings or sculptures to express
themselves. CATh is a non-government body working
in Gugulethu and Khayelitsha, where it creates
supportive environments for children to explore
and overcome negative feelings, and create new
possibilities for themselves.
Art lets this happen in a less threatening way, as
their images initially tell the story before the children
find their voices. Orphans who have been shunted
from one home to another, for example, sometimes
create homes with paper, clay or boxes, symbolising
their need for a safe space.
Art teacher Isa Schwartz Gesseau uses art to teach
pupils involved with crime to change their attitudes and
become better citizens, through the Valued Citizen’s
Initiative. Her students are encouraged to use art to
express what they want to achieve with their lives.
“It’s about self-exploration through the use of art,”
Gesseau says. “When you are focused in front of a
white sheet of paper and your goal is to show where
you want to be in your life and to put your feelings
down in drawings, it’s very motivational. People look
internally and that meditative process can definitely
shift them into a positive state.”
The oldest art therapy centre in Africa is Lefika La
Phodiso, created in 1993 to treat trauma caused by
political violence at the end of Apartheid. Today Lefika
works with individuals, families and communities
affected by abuse, crime, poverty, xenophobia and
HIV/Aids in Johannesburg’s townships and inner city.
Every year Lefika trains about 300 educators and 150
community workers to go out and help people express
themselves through art. It also works with organisations
such as Childline and the Teddy Bear Clinic.
The work a patient creates often reflects the
unconscious forces and experiences that have
shaped their life, and the creative process re-awakens
positive emotions that can help overcome a variety of
psychosocial issues.
The therapists create a safe space to do that in,
then help the patient face and understand the issues
expressed in their images. T
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It’s the Way

You Make Me Feel

Shimansky

The splendour and beauty of a well cut, superior quality
diamond lies not only in its exquisite outward appearance,
but in the way it makes you feel.

A diamond says so much. It is a salute to the precious moments in our lives: a dazzling
reminder of somebody’s love; a reward for a great accomplishment;
and an enduring symbol to be treasured and celebrated. This is
something Yair Shimansky, the founder of Shimansky – a leading
South African diamond cutting and jewellery manufacturing
company – understands very well. “A diamond is something
exceptional, it’s something that will always remind you of
the special moments in your life and the milestones it
represents,” he says.

The Star’s Choice

Oscar winner Charlize Theron wearing
a 47ct D Flawless Shimansky Diamond.
Visit the Clock Tower to view the
diamond and the original dress
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Given the Shimansky commitment to integrity
and the superior expertise of its diamond cutting
workshop, it is no surprise that South African
born Oscar winner Charlize Theron chose a
47ct D flawless emerald cut diamond during a
return visit to South Africa. Even Bill Clinton,
one of America’s most loved presidents,
thanked Shimansky with a personal letter after
his visit. Collectors and buyers from across the
globe are ordering diamonds to their hearts’
desire. From unique and patented Shimansky
cuts to rare and sought after colours such as
the Blue-White Flawless, Fancy Yellow or Pink
Diamond – Shimansky makes dreams come
true. After all, anything is possible when you
are in love.
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Intense Fancy Yellow Diamonds – a Shimansky specialty

Tanzanite with Micro-set Diamonds
Shimansky AyandaTM Collection

from

the

My GirlTM Diamond Three row Eternity Rings –
for superior fire, brilliance and scintillation

Personally Selected

Nelson Mandela and Bill Clinton –
Shimansky captures the moment

A diamond’s journey from the earth may take up to two billion years. So in Yair Shimansky’s
opinion, there is little need to rush the process of sourcing and buying quality diamonds. This
thinking is applied during his regular expeditions to Kimberley, the Orange River, and the
West Coast, where he personally selects diamonds of the
finest quality from the most trustworthy sources. This
guarantees discerning buyers a truly South African,
conflict-free diamond. Shimansky diamonds
are then cut and polished to perfection at
their main showroom, situated at the Clock
Tower at the V&A Waterfront in Cape Town.
It is here in the luxurious showroom that
you can experience the same unhurried
philosophy that lets you treasure the
moment of discovering your own
perfect diamond.
Contact +27 21 421 2788 or visit
www.shimansky.com for more information. T

Workshop and
Showrooms

Founder and CEO Yair Shimansky

To find your own perfect
diamond, visit the Shimansky
Workshop and Showroom at The
Clock Tower, Waterfront, Cape
Town and enjoy the free Diamond
Experience Tour. Shimansky also has
retail outlets in the following cities:
Cape Town: V&A Waterfront,
Canal Walk, Tyger Valley and
Cape Town International Airport
Johannesburg: Sandton City
Durban: The Pavilion
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Playing the

Name Game
Iso
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What’s in a name? Well, according to Pretoria based band Iso (previously known as
Isochronous) it can make all the difference between success and mediocrity. The
band recently sat down with ‘abouTime’ to discuss their name change, their new
album and their band dynamic.
It’s a hot day in Pretoria when I meet Alex Parker (keyboards and
back vocals) and Franco Schoeman (bass and back vocals) from Iso.
We slide into a quiet booth to chat while the guys sip on cappuccinos
and argue over which pizza to share. “We’re like husbands!” Franco
laughs. Indeed, after five years of playing together the pair, plus lead
singer and guitarist Richard Brokensha and drummer and producer
Marko Benini, have gone from acquaintances to a tight knit group of
friends. “We are a lot more of a family now,” says Alex. “We have been
through a lot together and learnt from one another. With that our music
is also developing as we mature.”
One of the hallmarks of maturity is being able to make tough
decisions and let go of old ideas. One of these was the band’s original
name Isochronous (which means “evenly timed” in Latin), which the
band decided to shorten earlier this year to Iso. “Five years down the
line we were playing festivals and people weren’t remembering our
name, and we started to become quite concerned about it,” explains
Alex. “And over the years we have also realised that people see you
before they actually hear you. Because of that, people often thought
that Isochronous sounded like it should be a metal band, whereas we
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are actually a pop dance rock band.”
Besides making it easier for their fans to spell, the decision to
shorten their name to Iso (a nickname that was already used by many
of their fans) has reaped other rewards. The guys are convinced that
their recent surge in local radio airplay – particularly on 5FM, where
their single No Fire peeked at no. 2 on the Top 40 Chart and where
their previous single Torpid reached no. 8 – is in no small measure
thanks to the name change. It has also, they believe, led to the increase
in interview requests and television appearances, including a recent
appearance on e.tv’s Craz-e, which is guaranteed to garner them a
whole new generation of fans.
I would argue that the band’s superb musicality, the excellent
production value of their albums and a slew of polished songs may also
have something to do with this surge in interest. Plus the fact that the
band’s name change is not the only clever decision Iso has made recently.
Case in point: their recently released fourth album Piece by Piece.
Not only have the band learnt to time the release of their album
perfectly with the trajectory of their current single up local music charts
– “It took us five years to learn that,” Alex laughs – but the latest album
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also has a much greater crossover appeal, with the inclusion
of more dance and pop elements. “We wanted to widen our
market as far as possible,” says Franco. “Plus we were actually
being less selfish on this album. We were being less like ‘this is
my music and I want to make music like this’ and instead we
were asking: ‘Where can we meet our fans half way?’”
One of the ways they did this was to allow external
influences to dictate which songs were included on Piece by
Piece. “We recorded 23 songs for this album, and then we
had a listening party and invited 50 people – mainly friends
and industry people,” explains Alex. “We gave them each a
score sheet and played them about a minute and a half of each
composition. We then collected the score sheets, tallied them
up and checked out which songs were the most successful.
Then, based on those percentages combined with how we felt,
we whittled it down to something that was listenable the whole
way through, gave it a title and put it out there.”
The songs that weren’t selected for the album will go into
the band’s archive of songs and musical ideas. This is something
that they have been accumulating since they started and which
they draw on whenever they are in the process of writing a new
album. “We actually have a very productive system,” explains
Franco. “Firstly our drummer, Marko, has musical diarrhoea and
can’t stop writing music – he has the same disease Vivaldi had!
When he writes, he sequences everything (records it on the
computer) and then the rest of us can listen to it and decide
what we can do with it. So it’s always been like a form that we
can fill out, instead of trying to make something from scratch all
together, all of the time.”
As a result the band wrote Piece by Piece in just two months
and had it all recorded and stitched up in another. However,
one thing the band refuses to skimp on time wise is just how
much they practise – something that they maintain definitely
sets their live show apart. “I think audiences like to see people
showcasing their musical ability, and that’s also something that
has drawn us together. We all want to be good musicians and
we all want to play really well. We don’t want to just stand on
stage with our hair looking good,” says Franco.
“When we have shows coming up, we practise every single
day for weeks and run songs over and over again until it sounds
like a record. That way your muscle memory kicks in and you
can focus on your performance instead. It makes the show so
much better if you don’t have to be constantly looking at your
instrument, but can connect with the audience,” adds Alex.
The band has hopes to connect with a whole range of new
audiences when they tour Europe and Asia next year. They have
already had a taste of this when they had the opportunity to play
to tens of thousands of people as the opening act for German
superstar Marius Müller-Westernhagen in Germany in 2010.
As well as riding the wave of their current album’s success,
the band also has big plans to turn their “family” into a business.
Marko and Richard are already producing other bands’ albums,
and are also looking into creating corporate jingles and beats
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for other artists. Alex teaches jazz piano, and Franco will soon join him
in hopefully setting up their own music school. The band hopes to use
each of its members’ individual talents to contribute to a company-like
business model, whereby they can all financially contribute to the
group, while pursuing their musical passions and growing the band
at the same time.
It is certainly a clever plan, but then Iso seems to be making lots of
clever moves these days. You can also never underestimate the power
of creative team work. “We made this decision in the beginning that we
were going to do this band together and that this was going to be our
family,” says Alex. “That’s the only thing we need to stick to, because
then nothing can stop us.” T

Quick Questions
What would your fans be surprised to find out about
you? Richard knows everything about birds, Franco plays the
bassoon, Marko has unprecedented film knowledge and Alex
knows everything about cricket.
Are there any moments from you recent shows which
stand out? The other day we were playing in Cape Town and a dwarf
came on stage in a luminescent outfit covered in sequins. He was on
the stage for like four songs. And another time we were playing, a guy
in the audience took off his jeans and threw them at Richard.

Ella

“A painting is like a story
Which stimulates the
Imagination and draws
The mind into a place
Filled with
Expectation, excitement,
Wonder and pleasure.”
Ella was born and educated in the town of Vrede in the Free State, South Africa. She
has been painting professionally for the last 16 years and stays in the beautiful town of
George in the Western Cape where the beauty and simplicity of the surrounding add to
big inspiration.
Planning plays an integral part in producing the final product and an idea would sometime
takes weeks to finally take shape on canvas. Although it often portrays everyday life
like a visit to the local bakery, flower shop or cafe, there is calmness about it, and the
painting scenes are those of tranquillity and happiness. The beauty and spirit of Europe ‘s
architecture and especially France is encapsulates through Ella’s eyes and it is as if one can
take a ride through these countries on one of her bicycles so often seen in her paintings.
For Ella the bicycles represent each one of us on our journey through life, travelling, not
necessarily towards a destination.
Ella’s view on paintings? “A painting is like a story which stimulates the Imagination and
draws the mind into a place filled with expectation, excitement, wonder and pleasure.”
Bold and bright colours, thick brush strokes are a trademark in her work, expressing this
joy felt by a positive attitude and a passion for life.

Tel: 083 331 8466
Alice: 083 377 1470
217 Drive Street, Ruimsig

+27 11 958 1392
www.alicear t.co.za
alicear t@global.co.za
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For the latest online
entertainment offerings

Battle Born
The Killers

Brandon Flowers’ 2010 solo album, Flamingo, revealed his current interest in
classic Americana, which continues to be evident in The Killers’ fourth album,
Battle Born. With stagey soundscapes and lines overloaded with postcard imagery
(“Your star-spangled heart took a train for the coast”), Battle Born certainly takes a
couple of listens to get into, but when you do, “Heart of a Girl” and “From Here
on Out” (which sounds just like the Eagles) reveal themselves to be some of the
most sincere explorations of this kind of great US rock.

The Vow

Call of Duty:
Black Ops II

Rachel McAdams and Channing
Tatum star in this must-see love
story which was inspired by true
events. A car accident puts Paige
(McAdams) in a coma, and when
she wakes up with severe memory
loss, her husband, Leo (Tatum),
works to win her heart again. This
beautiful movie takes you on an
emotional rollercoaster and is not
one to miss.

Jamie’s 15-Minute Meals
by Jamie Oliver

Call of Duty:
Black
Ops
II is set in
2025
when
China and the
United States
are locked in
a cold war.
War is now defined by robotics, cyber warfare,
unmanned vehicles and other modern technology.
The game’s story deals with the speculation that
this unmanned technology could just as well be
used against those it was meant to protect. Call
of Duty: Black Ops II is available for pre-order on
PC, PS3, Xbox 360, PS Vita and Wii U. The game
releases on 13th November and Hardened and Care
Package editions are also available.

Following the record
breaking success of
30-Minute
Meals,
Britain’s most popular
cookbook of all time,
Jamie Oliver brings
us his latest offering: Jamie’s 15-Minute Meals.
Devoted to quick, tasty and nutritious food that you
can eat everyday of the week, Jamie’s 15-Minute
Meals is a classic book that will arm you with the
skills to create wonderful meals, shockingly fast. In
writing this book, Jamie has drawn inspiration from
all over the world, including Asian inspired street
food and brilliant Moroccan flavours. It comprises
some of the quickest and easiest meals Jamie has
ever created.

For these and other exciting entertainment offerings, visit
*Release dates and jacket covers are subject to change without prior notice.
Free delivery on all orders until 31st December 2012 (see website for terms and conditions).

WIN!
80

Stand the chance of winning one of two kalahari.com gift vouchers to the value of R200 each. Simply SMS the word TIME,
followed by the word KALAHARI and your NAME to 35131. Cost per SMS is R1,50. Competition closes 30th November 2012.
By entering this competition you consent to receiving electronic information pertaining to abouTime and/or 1time airline.
Terms and conditions apply.
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The Proof is in the

Plastic
Lifting the Lid on BPA

“BPA” stands for bisphenol A, and is an industrial chemical which has been used in the
making of some plastics and resins since the 1960s. Although research studies around
the various effects of BPA continue, it is a chemical that health conscious individuals
– and particularly mothers – should certainly be made aware of.

BPA is used mostly in epoxy resins and
polycarbonate plastics. The latter is often
used in food and beverage containers, such
as baby bottles, water bottles and cups,
but can also be found in toys and various
consumer goods. Epoxy resins may be used
to coat the inside of metal products, such
as baby formula cans, food cans and water
supply lines. Dental sealants and composites
may contain BPA, as well as thermal paper
products like cash register receipts.

What the Researchers Say
Initial concerns arose after research
showed that BPA can seep into food
or beverages from storage bottles or
cans which contain it, or into the body
when such items are handled. It remains
a controversial product, although the
American Chemistry Council (an association
that represents plastic manufacturers) has
assured consumers that BPA poses no risk
to human health.
Invariably there are two sides to
every story, and the National Toxicology
Program at the Department of Health and
Human Services in the United States has
expressed concern about the possible
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health effects of the chemical on the brain, behaviour and prostate
gland of foetuses, infants and children. As a result, the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) is now taking steps to reduce human
exposure to the chemical by finding alternatives for food and
beverage containers.
The good news for wary South African parents is that on
21st October 2011, the Minister of Health in South Africa signed
regulations prohibiting the manufacture, importation, exportation
and the sale of polycarbonate infant feeding bottles containing
BPA. The new law, which amended the Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and
Disinfectants Act of 1972, took effect immediately.
Although the new legislation bans only BPA in baby bottles, the
Food Control division of South Africa’s health department is also

planning to encourage outlets not to sell sip cups and food bowls
containing the chemical.

Why Use BPA at All?
The answer from one journalist was: “That’s a bit like asking the
tobacco industry why they make cigarettes!” But one researcher at
the University of Missouri in the United States discovered that BPA
alone is estimated to be worth at least a million dollars every hour –
and it is out of patent. Add to that the fact that it is relatively cheap
to make, colourless, tasteless, and odourless, and you have several
convincing reasons to keep it in the market.
Although it remains a controversial topic, it is commonly agreed
that people are constantly exposed to the chemical and that babies,
fed via polycarbonate bottles, are at the highest risk because they
metabolise it poorly. There also appears to be agreement that BPA
mimics the female sex hormone oestrogen, and that some synthetic
oestrogens can cause infertility and cancer.
During a conclusive study undertaken by the Harvard School
of Public Health (HSPH) in April 2008, researchers found that
participants who drank for a week from polycarbonate bottles,
showed a two-thirds increase in their urine of the chemical bisphenol
A. Karin B Michels, Associate Professor of Epidemiology at HSPH
and Harvard Medical School, at the time, said heating the bottles,
such as baby bottles, would raise these levels considerably.
The study was the first to show that drinking from polycarbonate
bottles increased the level of urinary BPA and suggests that drinking
containers made with BPA release the chemical into the liquid that
people drink – in sufficient amounts to increase the level of BPA
excreted in human urine.
Although the debate continues, it would be wise to double check
the plastics in your pantry, and think twice about which ones you
would consider safe to use. T

Lowering your Exposure to BPA
• Unless the packaging indicates a bisphenol A-free product,
avoid polycarbonate plastic containers, including bottled
water. Reusable stainless steel containers are preferable.
• Polyethylene or polypropylene plastics are preferred and
your retailer or manufacturer should assist in providing
information about product composition.
• Eat fresh or frozen vegetables instead of canned food.
• Increased amounts of BPA will leak when the container is
heated or left in the sun.
• Avoid using harsh detergents when washing plastics.
• Do not reuse soda or plastic water bottles.
• Opt for glass or porcelain containers.

Marce Theron
@marce_ther
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15 min early; wo
nderful service
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with a lot of air
lines but
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is the best
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The Deal of the

Century
New Boutique Offices for Century City

An exciting new commercial development, which provides smaller office users with
an opportunity to purchase in Cape Town’s Century City, has recently been launched
by the Rabie Property Group.
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The Quays, a boutique development, will comprise 39 low rise
studio offices ranging from 41 m2 to 228 m2 (excluding balconies) and
priced from approximately R800,000 (inclusive of parking). Occupation
is scheduled for early in 2014.
According to John Chapman, Director of Rabie Property Group, this
development represents an ideal opportunity for both investors and
smaller owner occupiers (including service providers and professionals
such as doctors, dentists, and financial advisers) who are looking for an
affordable entry into commercial property ownership at Century City.
“This development has really been tailored to meet the needs of
these two categories of buyers for whom price has previously been
an economic barrier to commercial property investment at Century
City. Through clever design and capitalising on the tail end of the
relatively low construction price cycle, we have been able to develop
an affordable commercial investment product that is comparably priced
with residential developments in the precinct. We expect this will
have a special appeal to those investors who have previously limited
their portfolio to residential investments due to price considerations,”
says Chapman.
“We believe that the Quays may represent the last opportunity to
secure an investment at this level, as construction prices are certain to
start increasing as the economy begins to strengthen,” says Chapman.
The Quays low rise offices, which are to be built at a cost of around
R60 million, will be set around courtyards and a waterfront piazza,
complete with a bistro restaurant. The two and three storey office
buildings with basement parking for tenants and podium parking for
visitors – 140 bays in all – have been designed as individual facades,
rather than a monolithic office block. This varying architecture will
give the appearance of a village street that has evolved over time. The
buildings will be serviced by a lift, and there are also a limited number
of opportunities for ancillary retailing with street frontage.
Chapman explains that the Quays form the commercial component
of a mixed use development and comprise the third and final phase:
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“It has been designed to allow a fair amount of flexibility, including
the option of residential loft living above offices, which is a popular
concept in many European cities.”
The first two phases of the development were both residential and
comprised Quayside, a development of 57 waterfront apartments and
six double-storey townhouses, and Quaynorth, an exclusive, niche
development of 28 apartments, 26 of which are on the waterfront. Both
have enjoyed a strong market response and only a handful of units
remain to be sold.
The focal point of the development, which was designed by architect
Chris Bam, is the internal canal which surrounds the development on
three sides to create a tranquil peninsula and to provide shelter from
prevailing winds.
Chapman says that the Quays capitalises on the success of
Century City in all its facets: “We have carefully assessed what the
strongest selling factors have been in previous developments we
have undertaken at Century City – both residential and commercial
– and have incorporated many of these elements into the design of
the Quays.”
He goes on to say that, most importantly, the Quays will be centrally
located within Century City, adjacent to the award winning Waterstone
development and within easy walking access of many of Century City’s
world class amenities, including Canal Walk shopping centre, Intaka
Island Nature Reserve and the Century City Clubhouse and sports oval.
The Quays will also be linked to Century City Connect, the
open access Fibre-to-the-Premises network which offers access
to the country’s fastest voice and broadband services, as well as
multi-media connections.
Financed by Nedbank, construction of the Quays is scheduled to
begin shortly with occupation expected for early 2014.
For more information, contact Property World on
+27 21 555 0105. T
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Estate of the Nation
The Increasing Popularity of Housing Estates

Growing safety concerns and the increasing demand for low-maintenance lifestyles
are making housing estates the preferred choice for many property buyers.
In the past decade or so, residential housing estates have begun
to spring up at a rapid rate across the country in order to meet the
increasing demand for secure, convenient living.
Despite the relatively high price of estate property and a sluggish
post-recession economy, demand for this prime real estate continues
to be high, and is attracting both local and international buyers in
growing numbers.
Areas like Ballito on KwaZulu-Natal’s North Coast have boomed
as a result of the ongoing luxury estate development in the area,
which continues to entice residents in droves.
Yet what is it that makes these developments so enduringly
popular with buyers? Many of the country’s top estates are located
far from major cities, and property prices on these estates can be
up to double the national housing price average. While there are
both advantages and disadvantages to estate living, buyers remain
undeterred, and continue to be lured by its significant benefits.
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Security
South Africa’s escalating crime rate has played a pivotal role in
driving buyers towards the security afforded by communal estates.
Many developments offer security features such as electric fencing
and fingerprint identification which give residents increased peace
of mind.
Within the bounds of an estate, inhabitants can enjoy the
outdoors, and go about everyday activities like walking or jogging
without feeling threatened. Reduced security concerns also help to
foster a greater sense of community, with residents more easily able
to interact with their neighbours without concern for their safety.
Insurance premiums for estate residents are also significantly
lower than for those occupying freestanding properties. This can
result in significant monthly savings.

Convenience
The boom in popularity of residential estates has also come about
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as a result of a move towards more low-maintenance lifestyles. These
estates offer residents the flexibility of a lock-up-and-go existence,
which make them the perfect option for international buyers, many
of whom spend only a portion of the year in South Africa.
Most estates are managed by a body corporate or home owners
association, which means that the day-to-day maintenance of
facilities like swimming pools is taken care of and need not be an
issue for individual residents.
Many estates also offer residents convenient access to a wide
range of facilities such as spas, gyms and restaurants. This mitigates
the potential inconvenience of being located slightly further from a
major centre.
While property prices can be very high, particularly in some of
the more established estates throughout the country, buyers tend to
feel that they are getting better value for money as a result of the
abundance of value-added services at their disposal.

Unique Lifestyle
Specialist estate developments – golf estates in particular – have
also grown substantially in popularity over the past few years. These
developments cater to those with niche interests and tastes, and
offer residents the privilege of being able to enjoy their favourite
pastimes without having to travel beyond the estate’s perimeter.
Specialist estates are appealing, as they offer an escape from
the daily grind, and allow residents to essentially design their own
reality, irrespective of their location.
Modern estate offerings are becoming increasingly specific, with
wildlife, wine and equestrian developments now affording potential
buyers the opportunity to choose a lifestyle best suited to their
distinctive preferences.

Coping With Communality
Although the benefits of estate living are undeniable, this lifestyle
does come with its own limitations. Most estates enforce strict
building protocols and standards, which can limit any decorating or
expansion plans a buyer might have.

Potential buyers also need to bear in mind that, while access
to well maintained facilities is desirable, it also comes at a cost.
Over and above already substantially priced homes, estate residents
are often compelled to pay high levies for the upkeep of facilities,
whether they make use of them or not.

Investment Potential
Despite the fact that estate living bears a hefty price tag,
ownership of such a property is an investment that is likely to pay
off in the long run. With the property market still recovering from
a recession-induced slump, and building prices and interest rates at
their lowest in recent memory, now is the perfect time to make a
savvy investment decision.
Investing early on in a new development, although risky, can
ultimately pay off down the line, as the limited number of plots
available on residential estates tends to drive prices upwards as the
estate becomes more desirable.
The estate development boom shows no
imminent signs of slowing, and, while
property prices will always be
governed by fluctuations in the
market as well as factors such
as location, the enduring
appeal of this lifestyle
means that an investment
is more than likely to
appreciate, particularly
in developments that
are well maintained
and secure.
Copy
supplied
courtesy
of
Property24.com. T
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On the Right Side

of the Law
Know your Rights

Being pulled over by the police or a traffic officer
can be a scary experience, but it becomes less so
if you are already well aware of your rights.
Hands up, those who have heard the following phrase from a traffic
officer: “Just buy me a Coke and it’s all okay.” Dinner table conversation
often reverts to the topic of bribing traffic police. If you do consent to
“buying a Coke” instead of getting a ticket, I say shame on you. All you
are doing is perpetuating that scourge, and leaving the rest of us with
officials who believe they can coerce their lunch money out of us.
However, having been intimidated before, I can understand that it
is very scary (although, I am easily intimidated – just ask those bullying
seagulls at the Waterfront). But arming yourself with the facts will go a long
way towards avoiding a messy situation and a bribe. We asked Michael
Vieyra, a senior associate in litigation at Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs, for
some clarification.

For the Ladies

That email that does the rounds every few months explaining that
a woman cannot be arrested at night by a male police officer, or that
you can jump red lights for fear of safety, is not accurate (surprise!).
“According to the law, a female suspect can only be hand searched by
a female officer. However, a male officer can arrest a female suspect,
provided that the male officer is mindful and careful of not using too
much force or physical contact,” explains Vieyra.
He adds that it is, however, unlawful to place a woman in a police
van together with male suspects unless accompanied by a police officer.
It is also unlawful to lock up a woman in a police cell occupied by men.

Fine Time

If you have been pulled over by the traffic police claiming to be
“checking for fines”, it is likely that the exercise is largely a Coke-angling
expedition, as they cannot arrest you for unpaid fines per se. “When you
are issued with a fine and fail to pay it or to make a court appearance at
the time and place stipulated in the fine, the court may issue a warrant for
your arrest for being in contempt of court,” says Vieyra. “Legally, when a
traffic officer attempts to arrest you on an outstanding warrant and before
the arrest and/or detention is effected, you have the right to demand
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the original or a written or printed communication from a Magistrate or
Justice of the Peace stating that the warrant has been issued. If the traffic
officer fails to produce this, your arrest and detention are illegal.”
Also, a list of the warrants issued is not good enough. The precise
circumstances under which your warrant of arrest was issued must be
produced. If the police insist on arresting you prior to showing you a copy
of the warrant or the communication referred to, and fail to produce such
warrant and communication, the arrest is unlawful (even if it transpires
that a valid warrant had been issued). You would be justified in taking
the appropriate action against the police thereafter, according to Vieyra.
“You never have to pay cash to a policeman or traffic officer,” says
Vieyra. So a “spot” fine is also not paid to the officer. Ask where the fine
can be paid and insist that you only have credit cards on you. In general,
always insist on your fine being written out, rather than haggling with
the traffic police.

Take a Deep Breath

Now for one of the biggest sources of misinformation: the breathalyser
test and its legality. The Dräger breathalyser was found to be unreliable as
evidence in a precedent setting court case in June last year. However, the
police are entitled to use this breathalyser as a tool to establish whether
you are driving under the influence. If
the breathalyser indicates that you may
be over the limit, the police should have
your blood taken within two hours – and
under the correct procedure – to provide
the evidence for a court to convict you. If
your blood alcohol level is more than 0.05
grams per 100 millilitres, you are in trouble.
Copy courtesy of Finweek. Call 086 010
3911 to subscribe. T
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Shumbalala Game Lodge An African Dream
In the vast wilderness of South Africa’s hot northern plains, adjacent to
the famous Kruger National Park, deep within an ancient tapestry of
natural wonder, you will chance upon SHUMBALALA GAME LODGE.
From your early morning game drive or bush walk in the Big 5
Thornybush Game Reserve to lazy afternoons at the pool and a
sunset safari, tales of the day are told in the wine cellar as you prepare
for a sumptuous dinner fire-side al fresco or candle-lit indoors.
Choose from four luxury suites or the Presidential Suite, all of which
have private viewing decks and picture window bathrooms. Wake up
knowing that each day will allow for the adventure and peace of Africa
to enter your soul – in a place where the lion sleeps.

InCRedIbLe SpeCIaL
foR a LImITed peRIod
Stay for 3 nights but only pay for 2 nights
Valid until 15 December 2012
Conditions Apply
Reservations – Thornybush Collection:
Tel: +27 (0)11 253 6500 • Fax: +27 (0)11 803 7350 • sales@thornybush.co.za
Lodge:
Tel: +27 (0)72 8122172 • Fax: 086 6858902 • info@shumbalala.co.za
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out the {box}
The Latest Models to Enter the Market
Going Bug Crazy… Again

You may think you have heard all about the new Beetle before, and you would be right. This time, however, Volkswagen has created a truly
inspired successor to the world’s most loved car. And they have done it by not trying to recreate the legendary car, but rather by being inspired by it.
The original Beetle made its production debut at Volkswagen’s Port Elizabeth plant in 1951, and 61 years later the 21st century Beetle – as the
new bug has been dubbed – comes to market with the same kind of energy that the original Beetle still possessed when it was discontinued in the
late 1970s.
More than a decade after the New Beetle underwhelmed VW fans, the
brand now has a new champion. Whether it sells more units than the 2,400
New Beetles sold locally remains to be seen, but I believe that it will surprise
and delight many more happy new Bug converts.
Although launched with two distinct spec and engine options – a
turbocharged 1.2 TSI Design version and the turbo-blown and supercharged
1.4 TSI Sport variant with manual or optional DSG transmission – my pick is
the entry level 1.2 TSI Design. While the 118 kW Sport version is not to be
sneezed at – and it looks great with its sexy alloys and a two-tone spoiler – you
cannot beat the everyday drivability and surprising dynamism of the 77 kW
1.2 litre model.
Beetle comes standard with a three-year/120,000 km warranty and a
five-year/60,000 km maintenance plan. Prices range from R235,400 for the
1.2 TSI Manual to R296,600 for the 1.4 TSI Manual. T

Two New Chevrolet Cruze Hatch Models
Having sold 626 units of their popular mid-range Cruze in September this year, Chevrolet’s line-up has now been expanded to include two new
hatch variants.
Priced at R212,400 for the entry level 1.6 LS manual, the 1.8 litre also joins the party with a R224,800 price tag.
Both models have much to offer, including a well designed cabin with sensible controls that are easy to use. Designed by teams in Australia,
Germany, Asia and the USA, the hatchback produced a quiet and stable ride with minimal noise intrusion and no rattles.
The two four-cylinder engines feature all-aluminium construction and twin cam valve activation. The power output is 91 kW for the 1.6 and
104 kW for the 1.8. Performance at the coast was adequate, but without being at the upper end of the scale.
Apart from the well chosen and close-fitting interior panels, the Cruze also offers a substantial list of safety features such as ABS, EBD and brake
assist. A five-star EuroNCAP rating and six airbags add peace
of mind.
The Chevrolet Cruze hatch is covered by a
five-year/120,000 km warranty with Roadside Assistance for
the full warranty period. Service intervals have been set
at 12 months/15,000 km, while a three-year/60,000 km
service plan is included in the price.

Roderick Ross
@RodRossSA
Great interview
of 1time CEO
by Debora Patta
at #ITMSA2012.
We need @1tim
e_Airline to
survive. Comp
etition is vital
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A Focussed Challenger
The New Focus ST

Starting life in 1999 as a Ford Mondeo concept, the stunning new 184 kW Focus ST is aimed
straight at the heart of a market segment dominated by Volkswagen’s Golf Gti.
From its striking signature colour (Tangerine Scream) to its
dramatic performance credentials, this turbo charged EcoBoost
2.0 litre offers performance by the bucket load. For example, the
0-100 km/h sprint is dusted off in a mere 6.8 seconds, while its top
speed is claimed to be a whopping 248 km.
The model’s torque output is a brilliant 360 Nm and starts off as
low as 2,000 rpm – which explains the car’s amazing acceleration
capabilities. The Focus’ low-inertia turbo charging and direct fuel
injection also add to this. The turbo is designed for a life cycle of
ten years or 240,000 km.
The car’s interior features full Recaro sports seats (leather in the
ST3), as well as dual front, side and curtain airbags. Ford worked
extensively with seat manufacturer Recaro to provide ST customers
with the ultimate in comfort and support. Larger individuals will,
however, find these seats a tight squeeze. The steering wheels
in both models are perfectly sized, while the gearshift knob and
pedals also convey a sporty image to match the car’s capabilities.
The fairly high speed launch drive from George to the Aldo
Scribante Race Track near Port Elizabeth revealed several aspects
of the car’s personality, including the fact that its road holding is
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exemplary. This is partly thanks to the Focus’ lowered suspension
(10 mm lower than the previous generation), as well as to specially
developed Goodyear Eagle tyres.
Driven in a more sedate fashion, however, the manufacturers
insist that fuel consumption figures of 7.2 l/100 km are achievable.
CO2 emission figures of 169 gm/km also mean that the government
can only plunder some R4,200 in additional tax for every
Focus sold.
The new Ford Focus ST is available in two hatchback models:
the ST1 at R309,530, and the ST3 at R353,700.
With service intervals now at 20,000 km, the service plan
covers five years/90,000 km, which seems somewhat odd. This
will probably be changed to 100,000 km at a later stage, while the
warranty period itself is good for four years/120,000 km.
The new Ford Focus ST presents a serious challenge to the Golf
GTi, and should boost Focus sales, which stood at 293 units in
September this year. This is completely possible, given the car’s
quality and the good value for money it offers. In fact, I would be
extremely surprised if the new Ford Focus ST does not reach sales
targets of at least 150 units per month. T
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SsangYong Aims High
For those unfamiliar with SsangYong, the company has been around in one form or another since
1954, and is currently the fourth largest car manufacturer in Korea. Spurred by the success its
compatriots Hyundai and Kia have had with their revitalised approach to design, SsangYong is
now also making moves to ensure that its models are more attractive to buyers.
Actyon Sports

SsangYong Korando

For many businesses, picking the right work vehicle for their needs
is as much about getting bang for their buck as it is about calling on
tried and tested brands.
True, the South African market is all but flooded with established
bakkie brands, but there is a dark horse contender on the rise in
the form of the SsangYong Actyon Sports. Not only is it one of the
most affordable double cabs on the market, but it is also one of the
most fuel efficient in its class, consuming just 7.3 l/100 km on the
combined cycle.
The range includes three model variants: a two wheel drive 2.3 litre
petrol (with five speed manual transmission) and two versions of the
2.0 litre diesel with a choice of either two or four wheel drive, both with
a six speed manual transmission.
Despite its unusual looks, the Actyon Sports compares very
favourably with other bakkies in the market, especially where price,
load capability, power delivery, manufacturing quality and even ride
and drive are concerned. Owners will also appreciate a high level of
standard features, including remote keyless entry, USB and AUX ports,
steering wheel controls, power windows and a parking aid on the top
end model.
Although a fair whack of turbo lag and some scuttle shake count
against SsangYong’s bakkie offering, the Actyon Sports is commendable
in its refinement, and is a huge improvement over the original Musso
Sports of yesteryear.
Prices start at R269,995 for the petrol model, and include a
three-year/60,000 km service plan.

It is the new global face of SsangYong, and not only does the new
Korando get a big tick in the looks department, it also delivers on
performance and handling.
SsangYong has always struggled in the styling department, but for
the fourth generation of the Korando it gave Giorgetto Giugiaro a shot
at the design. The result just might mean success for the Korando –
something SsangYong desperately needs.
The level of standard equipment SsangYong has thrown at this vehicle
is impressive, perhaps even class leading. This is a sizeable advantage,
given the intense competition in the compact SUV segment in this
country. Standard features include alloy wheels (including the spare),
heated side mirrors, an electronic anti-glare rear view mirror, and a sixspeaker audio unit with Bluetooth streaming and phone connectivity.
The story continues in the safety department. There is a full suite of
active and passive safety systems, along with additional features such
as Active Rollover Protection, Active Head Restraints and Emergency
Stopping Signal.
Inside, the Korando does not disappoint either. For a compact
SUV, the interior architecture has been well thought out and there is
considerable head and legroom, as well as an endless array of storage
compartments. Luggage space is also well catered for with a large
loading area behind the rear seats.
Price alone (R249,995 to R324,995) dictates that the Korando be
included on the compact SUV shortlist. Add to that great styling, a Euro
V diesel engine, good performance and handling, and a raft of other
creature comforts, and what you have is a viable contender. T
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Can’t Be Beat
Designed by American rapper Dr Dre, Beats headphones are precision engineered. They
include advanced speaker design, powered amplification and powered noise cancellation,
so that you hear music the way today’s top artists and producers want you to hear it. Beats
headphones are available in various editions, including light and comfortable Solo HD earheadphones for listeners on the move, and Beats Wireless headphones which allow you
to experience amazing audio sound without having to fuss over cables. Beats by Dr Dre
headphones are available through mass retail outlets nationwide. For more information
visit www.phoenixsoftware.co.za.

Cute but Capable
Nikon’s COOLPIX S01 is a striking microcam with a body
smaller than a credit card, but all the features you
could want in a digicam, including a 3x optical zoom
NIKKOR lens, 6.2 cm touch screen, and a built-in battery.
With 7.3GB internal memory, the super sleek COOLPIX S01
can store up to 3,000 images at full resolution, or three
hours of video in VGA quality in the camera, with no need
for memory cards or external charging units. The S01
comes in five colours: mirror, pink, red, black and white.
For more information visit www.nikon.co.za.

Paperwork Made Simple
Virtual iD, a new personal information management system, eradicates the need for unnecessary paperwork, and offers users the ability
to manage all their accounts from a centralised, virtual environment. This web based form of identification can be shared with participating
service providers and uses state-of-the-art security, whereby the user can authorise access of information to specific service providers.
Virtual iD also allows users to update their details at the click of a button. This means that a change of address can be simultaneously
conveyed across all the user’s accounts. For more information or to join, visit www.virtualid.co.za.
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DID YOU KNOW
South African artist Walter Whall Battiss
(1906 – 1982) is considered to be our country’s
foremost abstract painter. His work can
be seen at the Walter Battiss Museum in
Somerset West.

That’s the Way,
Uh-huh Uh-huh,
I Lick It
We know there is a recession
on, but money must really be tight
if it only takes a dollar to entice a
New York teen to accept a dare to
lick the entire length of a subway
handrail! Not only is this icky on so
many levels, but quite stupid too,
considering all the nasty bugs he
could pick up and the subsequently
hefty bill a trip to the doctor and a
mega round of antibiotics will cost.
According to experts, handrails are
often home to thousands of germs,
including E. coli, cold and flu viruses
and staph bacteria, as well as a rather
large dose of faecal matter! Hmm,
yummy. Now just imagine what he
would lick for two dollars!
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Artpick is a new online art gallery that offers affordable art
priced between R150 and R3,000. The art is sourced from
Grade 1-12 learners from schools and Art Centres. The goal
of Artpick is to promote and inspire creative thinking and
entrepreneurial skills among the learners (both the school
and the learner benefit financially from the art sold by
Artpick), and to make art more accessible and affordable
to potential buyers. The site also offers free delivery in
South Africa. Visit www.artpick.net for more information.
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Interesting Facts
about
Famous Artists
• If you think you are burdened with one
name too many, think of poor Pablo
Picasso, who was christened: Pablo
Diego José Francisco de Paula Juan
Nepomuceno María de los Remedios
Cipriano de la Santísima Trinidad Martyr
Patricio Clito Ruíz y Picasso.
• Salvador Dalí wore a deep-sea diving suit
(including a brass helmet and lead boots)
to the London Surrealist Exhibition of
1936. He was clearly the Lady Gaga of
his day!
• Leonardo da Vinci wrote all of his notes
backwards – all 6,000 pages of them.
• Vincent van Gogh originally wanted to
become a pastor in the Dutch Reformed
Church like his father. Instead he became
an artist and only sold one painting
during his lifetime.
• Michelangelo is famous for being one of
Italy’s most skilled artists, but during his
lifetime he was also renowned as a poet.
About 300 of his poems survive to this day.
• Dutch artist Rembrandt van Rijn was
involved in more than 25 legal battles
during his life – most likely due to his
penchant for living beyond his means.

Jo's
Factoid

The first
pencil was
invented in
England in 1565
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Get Into the

Swing of Things
Comparing Golf’s Greats
Are today’s golfers better than those of the Gary Player
and Jack Nicklaus era? And were Gary and Jack better than
the players in Ben Hogan and Sam Snead’s time? Although
golf equipment has changed dramatically over the years, I
believe the game itself has remained essentially the same
and has delivered great players throughout the years.
Here is a round-up of some of my all time favourites.
Driving: I cannot believe that anyone could drive a ball
straighter than Moe Norman. Legend has it that he went 11 years
without ever having to take a penalty shot after a drive. In modern
golf, Greg Norman has been the longest straight driver for the past
20 years.
Fairway Woods: Sweet swinging Gene Littler was as accurate
with a 3-wood as most were with a 7-iron, and was a regular winner
in America from the late fifties to the mid-seventies. Today you
rarely see fairway woods being hit. Most of the time you see Tiger
chipping with a 3-wood, although it is the shorter hitters who are
the most accurate, like Fred Funk who could probably stop a ball
on the bonnet of a VW Beetle.
Long Irons: Golfing greats Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods both
hit their long irons very high and in a sweeping action, and use
more long irons than most on Par 5’s and long Par 4’s.
Middle Irons: In the early seventies Johnny Miller regularly
shot rounds in the low sixties due to his precision with his 6-, 7-,
8-, and 9-iron shots. He could go hole after hole hitting the irons to
inside six feet. Today that award goes to our own Tim Clarke, who
is deadly with his irons.
Short Irons: Lee Trevino could make the ball dance around
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the cup from 150 yards in. He was never long, so he compensated
with the short irons. Although he often travelled under the radar,
Mark McNulty won 50 tournaments. Many would say it was because
of his putting, but the terrific distance control on his short irons put
him in a position to hole the birdie putts.
Chipping: I am going to put Seve Ballesteros and Tiger Woods
in this category. Tiger definitely has the benefit of the lob wedge
with new grooves. Had Seve had the same equipment, I think he
would have been tops.
Putting: Bobby Locke putted just as well on slow, grainy and
rough greens as golfers do today on smooth ones. On today’s bent
grass greens he would be incredible. Brad Faxon was also a very
good putter on the PGA Tour.
Bunker Shots: Gary Player and Ernie Els. What is it about our
sand that breeds good bunker players? I would still put Gary as my
favourite because of his ability in all types of sand and lies. Ernie is
special and stands out, but it is probably thanks to the consistency
of the sand today that all his shots are good.
Trouble shots: Players who can manufacture shots from trouble
are the players who are often in trouble. It’s a tough choice between
Seve Ballesteros and Arnold Palmer. Both loved to take risks! T
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Consolidation Time
Changes in the Low Cost Carrier Model

The aviation sector in South Africa is reaching a “mature” phase, and there could be some
significant changes over the next few years, notes Mike Bond, 1time airline’s Commercial Director.
This phase represents a period in the life cycle of an industry
where growth is no longer the dominant characteristic, and players
look to gain market share for growth and to maintain cash flow. As
such, consolidation is often an outcome. Coupled with low margins,
this creates an unwillingness to invest in this sector.
Bond says that South Africa’s Low Cost Carrier (LCC) industry
has reached this point owing to several factors, including prevailing
global economic conditions and rising taxes and fuel prices. Further,
the margins of LCCs have been negatively affected by legacy carriers
adopting elements of the LCC business model, such as simplified
fares and aggressive pricing strategies.
The converse observation, he adds, is that many LCCs themselves
are adopting a hybrid business model, in which they offer functions
that are normally associated with legacy carriers, such as Wi-Fi
“frills”, bundled fares and frequent flyer programs.
However, Bond adds that there still exists an opportunity for a
“true” low-cost carrier to make its mark in Africa.
“While the low cost carrier industry is likely to be increasingly
dominated by hybrid business models in the foreseeable future, the
opportunity also exists for carriers staying true to the core values of
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the low cost model to undercut these gains, and make their mark
on the industry.”
He elaborates that such carriers need to ensure that they gain the
most out of their assets in terms of seat density, utilisation of aircraft,
and fuel efficiency.
In contrast to the maturity phase of the domestic LCC model,
Bond notes that there is significant opportunity for growth in the
regional African market.
“The African low cost carrier industry is in an entirely different
position to the domestic market, with less service available at
present. Having said that, a low cost carrier will also have to be
innovative and clever in the way that they overcome market factors
such as bilateral air transport agreements and below par internet
and banking services.”
This LCC model is defined by reduced cost and lower overall
airfare, compared to legacy carriers.
Since it was founded in 2004, 1time airline has been one of the
most prominent players in the LCC industry in South Africa, and has
proved this by winning the World Travel Award for Africa’s Leading
Low-Cost Airline for four consecutive years. T
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Come and enjoy the experience with us!

021 876 3547
info@dutcheast.co.za
www.dutcheast.co.za
42 Huguenot Street, Franschhoek, South Africa

Colouring-InCompetition
This Month’s

1st

2nd

Winners

Mihlali Mbasa Velleman - 12 yrs

3rd

Chloe White - 11 yrs

Tamia Dube - 10 yrs

We at 1time value our young
flyers in the knowledge that we
will grow together. This is why
1time is running a colouring-in
competition especially for them.
The pictures are found in the
Activity Packs that are handed
out on the plane and a winner is
chosen every month.
1st Prize
•
Samsonite Sammies Busy
Bee upright suitcase
worth R1095.00.
•
A copy of the in-flight
magazine, abouTime, in
which the picture
is published.
2nd & 3rd Prize
A gift hamper, sponsored
by 1time, including 1time
paraphernalia and a copy of the
in-flight magazine, abouTime, in
which the picture is published.
Winners are notified by
telephone and the prize is
delivered directly to their door.
So come on kids, enter the
competition! Who knows, you
could be the next winner!

Travel in Smile
Cute and cheeky, Samsonite’s Sammies collection is ideal for the trendiest of little globe trotters.
Manufactured to the very same exacting quality standards as their adult counterparts, this luggage for
littlies is not only a perfect fit for youngsters’ needs, but also features creatures that children cannot
help but love. The Sammies family started out with the Ladybird, the Crocodile and the Busy Bee
and now includes the beautiful Butterfly, adorable Elephant and the cute Chick! Your child can
choose from small and medium sized backpacks, a gym bag, a school bag, pencil box, a duffle
bag, a 50 cm upright suitcase, a purse and an umbrella. All models are made from hardwearing
300 x 300 denier polyester.
The Sammies range by Samsonite is available at leading luggage stores nationwide. To locate a
stockist near you, visit www.samsonite.com or contact +27 31 266 0620.
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Joburg to Port Elizabeth
M

T

W

T

F

S

S

port elizabeth to joburg

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

M

T

W

T

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

08h45

10h25

T6 501

F

11h00

12h40

T6 502

10h40

12h20

T6 519

12h55

14h35

T6 520

14h00

15h40

T6 507

16h15

17h55

T6 508

17h00

18h40

T6 503

19h15

20h55

T6 504

15h30

17h10

T6 509

17h45

19h25

T6 510

15h40

17h20

T6 517

18h00

19h40

T6 518

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

08h55

10h45

T6 825

10h30

12h20

T6 820

09h00

10h50

T6 823

11h45

13h35

T6 826

07h50

09h40

T6 819

11h25

13h15

T6 824

12h00

13h50

T6 821

14h25

16h15

T6 822

06h50

08h40

T6 831

09h15

11h05

T6 832

15h10

17h00

T6 835

17h35

19h25

T6 836

Joburg to george
M

T

W

T

F

S

S
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T

W

T

F

S

S

S

george to joburg
M

T

W

T

Joburg to east london
M

S

F

S

S

east london to joburg

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

M

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

09h15

10h45

T6 305

11h20

12h50

T6 306

08h45

10h15

T6 305

11h00

12h20

T6 306

16h45

18h15

T6 307

18h45

20h15

T6 308

14h45

16h15

T6 309

16h45

18h15

T6 310

12h45

14h15

T6 311

14h45

16h15

T6 312

14h30

16h00

T6 315

16h30

18h00

T6 316
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Joburg to Cape Town
M

T

W

T

F

S

S

Cape Town to joburg

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

M

T

W

T

F

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

07h10

09h20

T6 101

06h25

08h25

T6 100

08h45

10h55

T6 123

10h00

12h00

T6 102

09h25

11h35

T6 103

12h00

14h00

T6 124

12h45

14h55

T6 109

12h20

14h20

T6 104

14h15

16h25

T6 105

15h40

17h40

T6 110

14h45

16h55

T6 121

17h20

19h20

T6 106

15h20

17h30

T6 111

18h20

20h20

T6 112

16h25

18h35

T6 111

21h20

23h20

T6 116

18h00

20h10

T6 139

18h30

20h40

T6 115

21h00

23h10

T6 117

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

06h40

07h50

T6 201

06h45

07h55

T6 200

07h00

08h10

T6 209

07h00

08h10

T6 220

09h25

10h35

T6 227

07h30

08h40

T6 234

15h00

16h10

T6 217

08h45

09h55

T6 202

15h35

16h45

T6 205

11h10

12h20

T6 240

15h35

16h45

T6 221

12h35

13h45

T6 238

18h20

19h30

T6 219

17h00

18h10

T6 212

17h30

18h40

T6 207

18h15

19h25

T6 206

18h45

19h55

T6 249

21h55

23h05

T6 230

19h00

20h10

T6 241

17h10

18h20

T6 214

19h10

20h20

T6 237

20h10

21h20

T6 229

Joburg to durban
M

T

W

T

F

S

S

T

W

T

F

S

S

S

durban to joburg
M

T

W

T

cape town to east london
M

S

F

S

S

east london to cape town

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

09h40

11h10

T6 602

12h00

13h30

T6 601

12h50

14h20

T6 604

14h50

16h20

T6 603
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cape town to port elizabeth
M

T

W

T

F

S

S

port elizabeth to cape town

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

10h00

11h10

T6 704

12h00

13h10

T6 703

13h20

14h30

T6 702

15h20

16h30

T6 701

M

T

W

T

cape town to durban
M

T

W

T

F

S

S

F

T

W

T

F

S

S

durban to cape town

Arrival

Flight no.

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

09h50

12h00

T6 650

06h30

08h45

T6 643

12h00

14h10

T6 652

09h00

11h15

T6 651

14h00

16h10

T6 654

07h00

09h15

T6 649

14h30

16h40

T6 646

17h00

19h15

T6 653

17h45

19h55

T6 648

17h35

19h50

T6 647

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

07h45

12h15

T6 921

13h10

15h40

T6 922

M

T

W

T

F
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T

W

T

F

S

S

S

S

zanzibar to joburg
M

T

W

T

F

S

S

victoria falls to joburg

joburg to victoria falls
M

S

Departure

joburg to zanzibar
M

S

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

10h40

12h25

Z7 411
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S

Departure

Arrival

Flight no.

13h00

14h45

Z7 410

We are not permitted to accept any foreign
currency as payment for items on this menu
for national flights and do not accept foreign
coinage on regional flights. Due to the
popularity of certain items on our menu, your
choice may not always be available.

R 34 / $4.50 assorted rolls
R15 / $2

assorted muffins

Please ask our friendly cabin crew
for asstistance with todays choice of
fillings and flavours.
R30 / $4

Cheese Platter

(Kosher / Halaal Product)
Fairview Cheese Platter consisting of
Cream Cheese French Onion, Cream
Cheese Black Pepper, Camembert, Blue
Rock and Havarti and served with
six Biscuits.

SNACKS

LIGHTMEALS

MENU
R30 / $4

Biltong 80g

Chilli Beef Snapstix
Sliced Beef Biltong
R10 / $1.50

Chocolates

Bar One
Kit Kat
R10 / $1.50

Crisps

Smoked Beef
Lightly Salted
Salt & Vinegar
Cheese & Onion
R10 / $1.50

Nibbles

Salted Peanuts
Peanuts & Raisins
R10 / $1.50

Sweets

Jelly Babies
Wine Gums

abou
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BEVERAGES

MENU

HOTbeverages
R10 / $1.50 Coffee / Tea
R12 / $1.50 Hot Chocolate
R12 / $1.50 Cappuccino

coldbeverages
R12
R12
R12
R14
R14

/
/
/
/
/

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$2
$2

Still/Sparkling Mineral Water
Tomato cocktail (200ml)
Coke / Coke Zero (330ml)
Appletiser (330ml)
Grapetiser (330ml)

fruitjuice
R10 / $1.50
R10 / $1.50
R10 / $1.50

Orange
Apple
Tropical Blend

alcoholicbeverages
Not for Sale to persons under the age of 18
Beer
R15 / $2
R16 / $2

Castle Lager
Castle Lite

APPLE ALE
R16 / $2

Redd’s Original / Dry

Spirits
R29 / $4
R24 / $3

Let us know what you think.
Catering comments and
suggestions are always
welcome. Send an email to
our catering manager at
catering@1time.co.za
twitter.com/1time_Airline
facebook.com/1timeairline

Whiskey
Brandy

R27 / $3.50 White Wine

Sauvignon Blanc - Clean, crisp acidity with an abundance of tropical fruit
Semi-sweet - Light yellow in colour with hints of lime green
R27 / $3.50 Red Wine

Argentum (Blend) - A blend of Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Petit Verdot and Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabernet Sauvignon - A medium-full bodied wine enhanced by a prominent lingering aftertaste
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